HOTBL BLANCHARD

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

j On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In1 the center of the Fish and Game for j une, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M AINE.
E. K. (»OSE. Prop. I peasant Island,
Maine
IOne of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Like, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the'bdst of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
^or particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN,
L A K E W O O D CAM PS,
Middledam, Maine
gMHW

Mountain View H ouse!
*

Mountain View* Maine

V

»

|

For further particulars write or address

L. E. B O W LEY,
Mountain View,
•
*

§
Maine.|

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

T IM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. G ran t’s Kennebago C am ps
Log camps with baths,.open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
•tream, canoeing, mountain climbing etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
£D. G R A N T (ELSON CO..
P. O. Address. Grant’s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*ld M Ma ion u* n t a i n
*

Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooaelookm em t i c Lake. Near the best flshingr grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—T elapbonaoonnections—T w o mails daily—Write for free cireular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

•

*
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SPEND Y O U R

SUMMER VACATION

enjoyed.
President, H. Bur
AGITATION ABOUT program
ton Voter called the meeting to ord- ANOTHER “ BEE”
Charles P. Voter of Rumford
STREET LIGHTS Ij er.
WILL BE HELD
was chosen president; J. E. Voter,
i Kingfield, 1st vice president; E. W.
Voter, Farmington, 2nd vice presi
Matter Laid Before Public Util dent; P. C. Voter, Middlebury, Vt.,
secretary and treasurer; Mrs. J. E.
ities Commission for
Voter, Elmer Voter and
Timothy
Sweet, .executive committee;
Mrs.
Adjustment.
E. J. Voter, Stratton, Daisy Daven
port, Lucy Brackett, Phillips, Hilda
In accordance with the unanimous
Goodwin, Farmington and Pauline
vote cf the Phillips Village Corpor
Voter, Nashua, N. H., eutertaiumeut
ation at its annual meeting Marcili
committee.
18, the assessors, failing to make a
Hon. E. E. Richards of Farmingcontract for all night service,
as
ton
made seme pleasing
remarks,
authorized have filed a petition with
alter which the
following program
th" Public Utilities Commission to
was given:
Singing, by all, with
secure relief if possible.
graphophone accompaniment;
read
The Phillips Light and Power com ing, Mi&s Marion Presson of Strong;
pany must make answer to
this solo, Miss Gould; piano solo, Janet
petition within 10 days, giving rea
Voter.
sons why they cannot comply with
Allen Voter of Reading, Mass., a
the request, or failing to do so, the
brother of L. G. Voter of this town
matter after 10 days more will be
did some lively clogging for a man
taken up at a public hearing.
cf his years.
He is employed by
Many of the voters seem to feel
C. H. Bangs Co.
that in both the corporation and in
Warren T. Voter of Farmington
dividual charges the Phillips Light
and Power company is unjust and was present as was also six of his
that the revenue o f the company is sons and two daughters. Mr. Voter
large enough to warrant better se r-! *3 76 years of age.
The Association was invited by
vice and a service which will
ac
commodate the users of the power to Mr. J. E. Voter to meet in Kingfield
in August of 1916.
Next year will
a greater extent.
(Qn the other hand the Phillips be the 100th anniversary of the in
Electric Light and Power Co., claims corporation of the town of Kingthat they cannot afford to give the field, and they are going to invite
servi-c*' asked for at the price of the reunion associations to meet
with them at that time.
It was
fered.
New that the matter is in the suggested by Mr. Voter that next
hands of the Public Utilities Com year the members bring a basket pic
un
mission, a full investigation will be nic as it would be impossible
made and while the interests of the doubtedly for accommodations to be
Electric Light company will of course furnished with tables, etc.
be protected, if it is found
that
their income is large enough to war
rant it, all night service will urncloubtedly be ordered. .

VOTER KIN MEET

MAINE

Good Attendance and Enjoyable
Day Passed.

This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
motoring.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this
Country. Address
F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

At the Grange hall in Phillips last
Tuesday was held a very enjoyable
reunion of the Voters. iMr. and Mrs.
U. S. Jacobs extended the invitation
to meet in this place and about 80
responded.
All declared it one of
(he most enjoyable and the efforts of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs to make it so,
were duly appreciated, and a rising
vote of thanks were given them.
At the noon hour a most delicious
picnic dinner was served, after which
a business meeting was held and a

a Helping Hand.
Many people have asked the ques
tion of the Trustees of the North*
Franklin Agricultural Society, “ When
are you going to' hold another “ Bee”
at the Park?”
So many people
have offered work, material or mon
ey and so many have expressed a
desire to see some improvements

made on the fairgrounds that the
trustees have decided to hold anoth
er “ Bee” sometime during the week
preceding fair, wihiicih comes
on
September 21-22-23 this year.
The improvements contemplated
are a new ticket office, a new rail
on the inside of the track and mow
ing the bushes.
There has been enough
dressed
lumber in the fair building for many
years to build a new ticket office,
and almost half enough posts and
boards have been promised to build
the rail.
On account of the new
fence on each side of the judges’
stand it will not take so many posts
and boards as it otherwise would.
The posts should be cut 4% feet
long and the boards should be six
inches wide and 16 feet long.
Anyone wishing to help along this
work with either material or money
should communicate with one of the
trustees at once so they may know
where the supplies, are coming from.
Now lets all of *us take hold of this
matter in earnest. Remember what
a lot of good work was done last
year at very little expense to any
one person and think how
much
better the Park looiks for it. A few
cedar posts or a few boards will
not hurt anyone and will help out
Shipment of Gold a lot at the park.
So let everyone
Passes Through Portland.
of us come and lend a helping hand.
Of course there will be a dinner. C.
E. Dill is chairman of the trustees.
Frank Horeyseck the express mes
senger on the line between Phillips
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
and Portland was again on duty last
Oil
week helping to guard the precious
RANGELEY
LAKE
load of bonds and golds amounting to
Boats leave Rangeley for South
$44,000,000 which w&s being
taken
to New York to strengthen English Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
credit in this country. The money A. M., where close connection is
crossed the Atlantic under
special made with Maine Central Rail
British convoy and was
‘hurried road trains for Portland, Boston
and New Y ork. Boats making
speedily and secretly to New York.
Six steel cars, each equipped with close connection at South Rangefour doors in which is the only glass ley with trains from New York,
through which light can be admitted, Boston and Portland, arrive at
followed the engine, and in addition Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and
6.40 P. M.
(Continued on page 8.)

HOREYSECK ACTS
AS GUARD
—

PHILLIPS ^no^ier

IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR D EAD RIVER REGION IN

Everyone Cordially Invited to Lend
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mum results of which he was capa stream.
to their plisbed entertainers.
Dr. R. H. Breed of
Wappinger
Wm. H. Hendrickson of Ridgewood, ble with his outfit, Mr. Briggs secur
N. J., on Tuesday joined Mrs. Hen ed a new rifle which he found to be Falls, N. Y., has a goed fish story to
With George Robertson, guide
drickson and son Jack, who
came extremely accurate, and effected a tell.
they
were
fishing near Brown’s Is
perfect
shooting
combination
by
se
early
in
the
season.
somewhere to-day.
The motor boats
George C. Gibbs this week came lecting Remington-UMC ammunition. land, and booked a 3% pound sal
are on the lake with jolly parties,
mon that was giving them sport to
Trap Shooting Enjoyed on the others by auto are off for a ride to from Jacksonville, Fla., to spend the
net, when they noticed a 2-pound
the village or over to the Dead Riv remainder of the season with bis
Grounds of R. L. Spotts.
trout following the salmon and the
er region, the tennis players are hav family in Camp WTllsmere.
guide reached over the net and land
ing a game, while on the piazza sit
“ Packing up to go borne” is what
ed him.
‘ ‘A trout caught without a
ting
in
the
sunshine
are
a
number
(Special Correspondence.)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Manning
hopk,” and later the salmon was
of
ladies
who
have
caught
the
germ
and daughters cf Worcester, Mass.,
Mooseicokmeguntic House, Haines
safe in the boat.
What kind of a new and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Mushier and
Landing, August 27.-—Net only
is “ knittitis.”
Many
Guests
Expected
Before
Miss Ethel Noods ol’ West Newton,
disease
is
that?”
cne
lady
excitedly
family, who have been here for week
everyone saying, “ such a per feet
Mass.,
who was the guest o f
her
asked
the
Boston
Doctor
who
was
so
do
not
enjoy
doing.
“
We
have
had
day!”
But at this noon hour more
Labor Day— Catch Fish
aunt, Mrs. LeBoutillier
for
two
than 50 guests who are gathered on patiently holding a skein of blue a happy summer at Mooselookmegunweeks, returned to her home Satur
Boston soliool- tic and plan to return another year”
Without Hook.
the veranda for a social after dinner yarn for the little
day.
She is a great Lover of camp
chat, hear the orchestra playing “A marrn to wind and the laugh was con they all say.
(Special Correspondence.)
tageous.
Every woman has taken
life and greatly enjoyed the picnics, |
Perfect Day.”
As several parties have engaged
up knitting and everyone wants a camps for the autumn days and mui f\ Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic tennis and boating.
A party from, here just came in
different color of yarn.
Thomas O. Rogers, the
Boston
who have been here for weeks plan Lake, August 27.—This morning the
from a tramp to the top of Bald
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rich, after a to remain, if the weather continues sun js shining but everyone has on gentleman, who is bere for all sum
Mountain, and a New York gentlema
left fine, there will be no dull days at an, extra overcoat and are wondering mer i s . still attracting much atten
who has not been to the top of many pleasant- month at this hotel,
he
mountains to ‘‘view the ■world”
is tor their heme in Brookline, Mass., this hotel until it closes the season. how cold it was at 5 o'clock when tion as with auto-motcr boat,
it was only 40 degrees above zero at takes parties over the lake.
very enthusiastic over the wonderful this morning.
breakfast time.
There was white
Mr. and Mrs*. G. R. Griffin
and
Often someone who comes in from
view of lake and wilderness tor miles
AN ENGLISH R I F L E CHAMPION
frost in some places, but. Mr. Tooth- a walk through the woods reports
distant and now wonders, ‘‘why doesn daughter, Miss Dorothy Griffin of Bos
aker lias just com e from the main
everybody who comes to these lakes ton, who have added much to the
In England, small bore rifle club land with the good news Jack Frost seeing a flock of partridge, and as
weeks
go up Bald Mountain?’' and one of social life for the past six
shooting has been developed to a only nipped a few leaves on the cu deer are daily seen, there is every
the young ladies answered, “ Why, I also said “ Good-bye until 1916,” on
high state cf perfection and along cumbers, and that there are peas prospect for success for the Octob
thought everybody was there this Thursday.
er hunter.
with, this development some of the
morning for I counted over 50 com
Dr. F. H. Hayden of Portland has best marksmen in the world have and beans enough to supply this and
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plumb of Ter
half a dozen other camps.
ine from Mountain View, The Bark been joined by his friend, Dr. E.
ry ville, Conn., with Geo. W. Fan jo y
been brought to light.
This shoot
er, other hotels and private camps.” Eastman of Borning for a few days’
There is still a crowd here on the guide, spent, the night camping up
ing is done at short ranges with. .22
Island
as every camp is taken.
outing.
Cupsuptic stream this week.
caliber target rifles.
The distances
—■1
' --------- i
After
a pleasant stay cf five weeks
This morning quite a party were are 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards,
Mrs. W. U. Toothaker was in Rum- jf
and
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER invited by R. L. Spotts for freak trap
Mrs. David R. Craig of Wellesley, ford this week for a short stay at
when it is said that there are over
shooting on his grounds, and it was four thousand of these clubs in exis Mass., and party of seven took the their winter home.
HIS is a very in
teresting and in
a good time the boys had.*
Mr. tence, a f&ir idea may be obtained Sunday train for home, planing to
Airs. H. W. Hannan of New York
structive book on mak
Spotts
has
traps
set
up
in
different
expects her husband, who has been
ing cabin boats, canoes,
of the hold the sport has upon shoot return for a IcngeT stay in 1916.
H. L. Moorman and R. S. Lindsay salmon fishing in Nova Scotia, mak
parts of the grounds, over 20
of ing men.
row boats, etc. It tells
of the various streams
of Lynchbury, Va., who came the ing the trip from home in his
them, and it wa6 great sport
for
one can trip on with a
first of July for a two weeks’ stay, yacht.
those at the traps.
Phipps MoshThe Misses Virginia
and
cabin boat, how to
ie- of Hopkton, Mass., the 14-yearsare still enjoying life in Camp Cath Ethel Hannan returned to their home
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
erine.
These delightful
southern this week to be ready for school
old lad, was the champion, as bis
cosUof a two month’s
score wras 17 out of a possible 25,
gentlemen are not only happy them days.
trip. It gives descrip
and Master Ralph Spotts was second
selves, but do much to add to the
tions and diagrams,
Several parties return home and
photographs and chapters on construction, with a score of 13 out of a 25.
pleasure of others.
They have their nearly 20 guests are expected before
when to float, when and where to land and
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Jones of WilkesPierce-Arrow car at Haines Landing Labor Day.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
barre,
Penn., were on an auto trip
and often take a trip over the counfacts and observations made by the author.
spent
Itry roads.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations through the Rangeleys and
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
part of the week here.
H. B. Powell, the Philadelphia law
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Felton
and
yer, who is here with his family, J
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, sen, Wm. Sidney Feltcn
of Salem,
has been entertaining for the past !
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline Mass., and Miss M. A. Adams
of
week their friend, Frederick C. Shaefj
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
days
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and Melrose, Mass., after several
fer of the same city, who was great
Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in
ly taken with life in the wc-ods of j Many Guests Return Home After
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast in Crow’s Nest, left this morning in
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care their touring car for home via Bethel*
Maine, and said there was not a
o f the Boat, Ways o f Making Money, On Making
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and !
Labor Day.
On Wednesday Miss Mabel A.
better tennis court in the city than
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin Tarr of Portland gave an evening’s
here at Pleasant Island.
Boat Coon Hunt.
program of reading and impersona
Miss Augusta Page of Brooklyn,
Weld, August 30.— Dr. Billings o f
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, &1.00.
tions, which were much enjoyed, as
N. Y., after six weeks in Sunrise Cambridge motored to Weld last week
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
Miss Tarr is one of Portland’s accomCamp regretfully left tor home Sat in hds new Dodge car> and is the
urday, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. guest of Dr. and Mrs. Bragg at
111111 m 11111111 n 11111 n 111 1111111 111111111111 n 1 n 11 n 1111111 n 111111111111111111111111111 n 11111 mm 1 ti 1 n 111 mn 11 m1111111111 n 11 n 111 u 11 m11111111; 1 m1 n 1 11 u ; 11111111 n1 m1 1111 i 1111111111 m1
M. E. Tucker of Boston, who also Camp Woronoco.
had come to the close of vacation
Mr. WaJker of
Cambridge made
S. W. BRIGGS
days.
tlie trip from Boston one day last
Louis J. Ellinger and Arthur Sturn week in bis Dcdge car and is the
Probably no shooter is better of New York with Ghas. Pynn guide, guest of tlie Walkers at Mrs. Taintknown among the small bore enthus were bere last night, having tramp er’s camp.
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best | iasts of London than is S. W. ed across country from Mason’s on j Two automobile parties made the
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preBriggs, who won the Remington-U- Ma^alloway via Lincoln Pond, and ! trip up tlje Magalloway Last week.
M-C competition at the London meet this morning left tor Kennebago to Tuesday the Walter Lea ohe went and
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
ing beld on the Ham and Petersham hike it over the old buckboard read. Thursday Dr. Bragg's party
made
Two guests from the United States the same tVip.
range during the week of June 21st
to 26th.
This big shooting tourna Battleship, New York, Lieut. O. C.
Mi ss Wil helm in a
Spanhoffd
of
ment was given under the patronage Greene and Lieut. R. M. Comfort, Washington, D. C., gave a moonlight
of the Duke of Connaught and was while on a burlough were most de launch party Wednesday evening.
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
promoted and managed by the So lightfully entertained here at Pleas The following were in the
party:
ant Island by their friends, Mrs. H. Misses Ladd, Dunning, West, Fales, ciety of Miniature Rifle Clubs.
The competition which Mr. Briggs V. Fisher, daughters, Miss Hildagard |DeRcnge, Russell and little
Mias
won was a single entry affair, with and Miss Dorothy Fisher of New Nancy Spaulding, Messrs. Dunning, J
all competitors sheeting at one time, York, whose home is in Best in, Ger- j West, Ruerat, Elder, Nelson.
Mr.
PHILLIPS,
M AINE
each firing ten shots at 100 yards many, where they hope to return be- j and Mrs. Chester Blunt acted
as
The U. S. Ichaperones.
on a target having a 4-inc,h bull’s- fore another summer.
Refreshments of pea
•fflllli(llllllllllllillllllllillll|ll]llllillllll|||||lti||ii|||)||i l(IIIIItlllillllllllllllllll|||||llllllllliltlilIIIIIiliH llllllfiillH tlUiKllllli)llH ilitUltlIIIIIllllllUilllI)Illli1lllIII!IIlll|lllliliT
eye.
The prize which Mr. Briggs officers had great sport with their \nuts, soda and lolly-pope were serv- j
ft lends in motor boat Toad
going ed on the ride, and a very pleas- J
won was a gold medal.
It is interesting to note that Mr. all over the lakes and often from ;nt time was enjoyed by all.
Briggs began shooting in the Spring Haines Landing with their automo
Every day Last week parties were
of 1913 and for a few months after bile, took a trip over the hills.
leaving and afteT Labor Day there j
Miss E. A. Reese, the charming will be very few,’ people left in the 1
becoming a member of the Alexan
dra Palace Rifle Club, did not do ycung lady from Orange, N. Y., who camps.
any very remarkable shooting. How with Miss Mary G. Wells is for the
Philip Hayden of Columbia
Uni
ever, after he won Ms first spoon summer accupying the new camps versity, Mr. Jack sen and a friend
competition, be was placed at scratch on the main land has for her guest, from Providence have
been
the
and subsequently had the distinction Miss Ethel Griffin of Orange, N. Y., guests of Mr. and Airs. Ruerat , at
of making a possible score—the only who was here Hast summer and other Camp Riant-Rive.
one made in the club during the guests are expected- before October.
Although this is the time
when
year.
Make your purchase* from Maine
In 1914 he fired in seventeen they say, “ There js no fishing.” Ken-i Wood* advertisements.
matches for an average of 99.20 cut noth Craig while casting the fly o f f !
of the possible 100—a remarkable re the wharf caught a 1V2 pound trout
cord indeed.
Believing, however, and a number of small ones are daily P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D
that lie was not securing the maxi taken on the fly up Cupsuptic !
As many have to return

city homes the first of September
MANY TRAMP UP
and the rainy days have kept them
BALD MOUNTAIN indoors, everybody seems to he going

SOME FISHING
IN AUGUST DAYS

T

CAMP NOTES
AT WELD

A REAL BARGAIN

|

$ 3 ,0 0 0

1

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

LAUNCH ES.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e W o o d s (o u tin g edition.)
N am e................................................................................
Address................ -........................................................
State .....................................................

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
women
going t*
B oston to w o r k or studyt
a n y lady goi ng to Boston f*r
pleasure or on a shopping
tr i p w i t h o u t m a le escort will
find tho

Franklin Square
House
a de li ghtful place to stop. A
H o m e - Ho tel In th o heart, of
Boston e x clu siv e ly for wo
men. 630 r oo ms, safe, com
for table c o n v e n i e n t of access,
prices reasonable.
For par
ticula rs and prices address

| Mias Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass,

Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes,
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. P A L M E R
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Po:tland, Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
---------------------------------------------------------•

G. W. PICK EL,
T A X ID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tack)*,,
Indian Vocrasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RA N GfcLEY.
.
.
.
M A IN *

“ SI onmout h Mo m is iit s ”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ovor for excel-,
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M . L. G E T C H E L L C O .,
Maine,

Monmouth.

MAINE
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dinner wag served without silver, playground.
All this means a good
wag the source of much amusement. deal in loss, and it does not stop
Guests were the Misses Martha W al there, as the farmer in the South
ton, Polly Davis, Natalie Davis, Dor- ern part of the State is being hard
orhy Kiuley, Helen Bates of Phila hit.
The month of July gave Port
delphia, Eleanor- Pay son, Portland, land a precipitation of about 11 inch
Me., Hester Gibson, Katherine Clark, es and Lewiston about 10 inches Dr. Munyon Among the Guests
Marjorie Sillcocks, Karthryn
Potter, with a normal rainfall for the month,
Here— Full House Until After
Very little if
Clarice Paterson, Marion Carpenter, of around 3 inches.
New York; Messrs. A. R. Clapp, Clar any undamaged hay will be gathered
September 1st.
ence Freeman, Ted Kinley,
Lewis in many sections, and thousands of
Smith, Howard Rowland,
William tons are ruined.
From the 20th
(Special Correaoendanoe.)
Wiedersheim, Henry Knight, Phila of^June to August 1st, rain fell prac
Mingo Springs, Rangeley, August
T h e n it is b o u n d to b e fresh — to s m o k e cool and delphia, Paul Feuchtwanger, Irving tically every day, and at present,
26.—Life here at Mingo the past
sw eet— b e ca u s e th e n a tu ra l m o is tu r e h a sn ’t a ch a n ce to Wililliams, Courtnay Shaw, Robert with a nearly ruined hay crop, thou week has been very gay, for all wel
escape. T h a t ’s th e re a s o n e x p e rie n c e d s m o k e rs stick to Fiedler, Beach Barrett, New York, sands of Southern Maine farmers comed tine warm pleasant days.
Fales, see small chance of getting anything
On Tuesday evening a party of 31
the g o o d old S ickle p lu g — slice o f f a fresh pipefu l as they Robert Gross and Herbert
Boston.
worth while ofa
grain or sweet guests chartreed the ‘ ‘Lillian’” and
need it— a n d g e t all th e original flavor a n d fragrance
New worth while of a grain or sweet had a moonlight sail of three hours
Mies Clarice Paterson
of
that h a v e b e e n p ressed in th e p lu g , a n d kep t th ere b y the
York presented two handsome cups potatoes are standing the racket of around the lake.
natural le a f w ra p p e r.
for competitive
dancing Saturday bad weather conditions best, but
Parties are daily off for a hike
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their evening, many couples taking part.. many potato fields lock extremely to Rangeley, Oquossoc, Bald Moun
tain, Dodge Pcvnd, and to follow- the
tobacco already cut up— but they know it would also be dried up, The judges, Mrs. W. L. Sheafer, sick.
Old settlers in Southern Maine forest trails.
Pottsville, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Henry
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
Feuchtwanger of New York,
Com who cannot recall just such another
The tennis court, the squash court,
Vou’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll modore and Mrs. C. A. Conklin of season of cold and rain, have got up clock golf and ball grounds always
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your Atlanta, Ga., and Miss Madeline F. a theory which does well enough in afford ammusement.
This evening
dealer sells Sickle.
j Gale of Boston, after much delibera- absence of a better explanation, that there is to be a costume party.
i Uon because of the excellence of so the disarrangement of normal weath
Miss Angela M. Gallagher of Brook
I many, finally made the awards to er conditions is due to the incessant lyn, N. Y., after a delightful month’s
Miss Betty Smith of Philadelphia and cannonading on European battle stay left for a trip up the Hudson
If that is so, Maine is suf before returning home.
; J Ellis Hoffman of New York. Fol- fields.
At
’owinr the dance the young people fering a literal bombardment.
Prof. James M. Munyon of PhilaI presented Miss Gale, the popular : all events, things are pretty topsy(Contlnued on page s»x)
beautiful turvy, and the only ray of light and
Idancer at Kineo, with
|hope wa,s cast on Aroosltook for a
travelling clock.
CANADIAN WILDS
Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo are fortnight the latter part of July,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Smith, Mr. which enabled thousands of tons of
ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com|and Mrs. F. E. Johnson, Miss Marie perfect hay to be harvested.— StarIpany; Northern Indians
[D. Johnson, Mrs. W. Adams Brown, Herald.
and their Modes of
J Crosby Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r th e
! James Emerson Carpenter, G. K.
Wilderness, Things to
|Engle and family, H. Varden, WllAvoid, etc., etc. The
line winning first and second prizes.
liam Lawrence, Mrs. Geo. H. Smith,
author (Martin Hunter)
Exciting water sports
attracted |iviiss Mary Lincoln, Mr. and Mrs, A.
was with the Hudson
over four hundred to Kineo Break P. Nevin, Wm, S. Haskell, Mr. and
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
water, the younger poeple entering Mrs. Franklin Briggs, C. S. Thorne,
1903 and the informa
Mingo Hill, August 28.—The sea
the various events.
Walter
W. Geo. C. Lee and family. William Fels
tion is given from al
son
is
at
its
height
at
the
Springs
i DemeJman of Boston won the swim- and family, Henry Birrell and fam
most a half century’s
Contests in All Branches of Sport |ming race for men.
Paul Feuclit- ily, Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Hasbrouck, and the guests are having great fun, experience. This book contains 277 pages,
chapters as follows:
i wanger of New York captured the S. T. Hodvman, Jr., Lai honont, N. outing parties following each other thirty-seven
Keep August Guests at
The Hudson's Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
The
most Outfitting:
Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
|point cup offered by the Moosehead Y.; Miss Josephine Carrigan, Miss in quick succession.
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Kineo Busy.
! Lake Yacht Club.
George Apple of Agnes Carrigan, Miss G. Carrigan, noticeable of these being the climb r Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
ing
of
Bald
Mountain
with
a
picnic
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
Boston and Philip Haseltine of Brook Newark, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Har
Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
supper following. This alfresco lunch Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
i
lyn
won
special
swimming
race
troph
rison T. Sheldon, New Haven, Conn.; was served in Ernest Haley’s grove Otter
(Special Correspondence.)
and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
Wildwood John Gribbel, Miss Elizabeth Cribbed,
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Kineo, Moosehead Lake, Me., Aug j ies presented for camp
on the south shore of the lake. The Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
|
boys
only.
The
weekly
ten-mile
race
The
Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
Philadelphia;
Herbert
Berri,
Dr.
and
ust 28.—The summer's biggest week
appetites of the crowd sharpened by o f Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
brings August to a close with the of the Yacht Club was won by the Mrs. J. C. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. the arduous scramble were most ad- Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Outerbridge of Crandall, WJUte Platen, N. Y.; Miss equately satlstled by tlie bountiful Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
annual regatta of the
Moosehead I Hunky Dory, E. H.
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Lake Yacht Club to-day, the annual New York, owner. Miss Eleaor Pay- A. L. Seward, Miss , Edith Mellick, goodies sent over in the hotel lanuch sary,
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
masquerade of three hundred
em- scn of Portland, Me., defeated aI1 Plainfield, N. J.; Mrs. L. Y. W heel by Landlord Cole.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents
p !o y « s as a spectacle for the suests \the eiBht Youns ladles "
entered er, Miss E. Wheeler, Robert Deans,
Captain Haley’s fine motor boat
Guilltam Aertsen, Jr., Mr, and Mrs. “The Lillian” has been in frequent
to-night, and a program of
water ; the
race tnr * irls
A sporting event of great interest Chas. B. Dunn, Mrs. Wahl, Mrs. C.
sports, the yacht club ball masque,
commission taking
happy parties CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
dinners and dances
featuring this Iwas the annual golf tournament for B. Kitch-am, J. C. Rogers, Mr. and from the hotel to the village and
HIS is one of the
: the Mt. Kineo House cups
which, Mrs. J. D. Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Thom
week.
m'o s t practical
cu moonlight sails.
One of the summer's
prettiest |was run in two sections and lasted as Conway, Mr. and Mrs. Gee. R.
The clock golf green has been well books on woodcraft
scenes was the horseback riding com-;'-1,0 greater part of a week, nearly Henderson, John Gribbel, Miss Eliza patronized, several matches having ever written contain
ing valuable informa
petition held on the
terrace in j sixty starting in the qualifying round, beth Gribbel, Mr. and Mrs. B. Wells, come off between the golfers staying tion for all lovers of
front o f
the
Mt.
Kineo, Miss Dr. S. MacCuen Smith of Fhiladel- C. S. Walton, Mrs. Walton,
Miss here.
Judge Lippincott has the re the great outdoors.
The author of this
Esther Bancroft of Wilmington, pel., phia captured the trophy jn the first Martha Walton, Master Jos. Walton, cord with a low' score of 25.
book has spent years
Bates,
presenting the cups.
The contest section, with J. E. R. Carpenter of Miss Hardisty, Miss Helen
Perhaps the most enjoyable affair in the woods, so
eliminated all but Miss Alicia Ken- New York as runner-up, whale in the E. C. Green, T. A. Caster, F. W. of the season so far was the im knows what is want
nedy of Boston and Miss
Eleanor! second division, after Mrs. M. D. Kennedy, B. A. Hallman, Mr. and promptu burlesque dress party got ed by the woodsmen,
Josephthal o f New York, the latter [Paterson had defaulted, the finals Mrs. Garrett L. Reilly, Philadelphia; ten up at about three hours’ notice. mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
finally getting the award, although were between Mr. Henry Feucbtwang John L. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Alexand The costumes were necessarily all of the hardy outdoor people in general. It
both riders received much applause or and his son Paul of New York, er Lincoln, Geo. C. Lee, J. B. Wicks, home materials and showed
much contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
36 Dean A. Fales, L. R. Bolton, Miss
from the large crowd
assembled. the father winning out after
ingenuity and originality.
The fun and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
'Anne L. Seward, Boston; Mr. and was greatly enjoyed both by those Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
The children's
competition showed holes.
some remarkable juvenile riding,
A Kicker's “hidden number” golf Mrs. A. M. Machold, Newton Cent who dressed up and by the more se Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Miss Audray Joseph thal of New- York contest Saturday created fun for a er; Miss N. F. Homer, Wellesley; F. date onlookers.
Several of the Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
The number W. Allen, Groton, Conn.; Ro-bt. C. make-ups departed from the ridiculous ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
and Miss Eleanor Judkins of Brook- large list of entrants.
proved to be 41, and Dr. Frank Mar Btandhard, Montvillie, Ccnn.; Edward and were artistic and picturesque. ing boats, Snow-shoes and Their Use, Snowtin of Baltimore, Carrol Knight and M. Day, Hartford, Conn.; R. H. Mc- Among the most noticeable
were shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Mr. F. D. Savidge of Philadelphia, Cready and wife, S. D. Sipringar and the
following:
Mrs.
Nearing, Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
wife,
Dan
forth,
Me.;
JM
r.
and
Mrs.
after deducting their self-imposed
Gypsy fortune teller; Mrs. McLain, Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Mrs. “ Aunt Dinah” ; Mrs. Van Renssalaer, Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
handicaps, were all even.
Dr. Mar Franklin Lawrence, Mr. and
II. A. Russell, Portland, Me.; L. P. “ Madame Butterfly” ; Miss Wilkinson,
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents.
tin won the play off.
T IH H T A B L E
A rifle range party in the drench Noble, Augusta, Me.; Mrs. J. iSioott “ Jack Yale” ; Miss Striven, “ Harry
In Effect June 21, 1915
Miss
ing rain of Monday gave pleasure to Parish and famdly, A1is. J. F. rwom l-j j j arva(P^»»j Miss Mason and
SCIENCE OF FISHING
ly and party, Oakland, Me.; Walter Tuttle> Quaker maidens, comic maketwenty.
Huddled
under
the
shelter
FARMINGTON—Paasenger trains leave Farm
W.
Webber,
Lewiston,
Me.;
Geoffrey
ington for Phillips and Rangeley. at 12:02 P. M. between turns made much sociabil
up and very funny;' Miss
Katz,
HE most practi
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and B igelow at 4:20
Bryant, Roland Bcryant, Norm-aji Bry chambermaid; Miss Clawson, “ Ito” T r~
T cal book on fish
P. M- Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and ity, and at the close all were guests
Mrs. Japanese maiden; Miss Sn el lb ack
ing ever published.
SCIENCE Of
Kingfield at 7:55 A. M.. and from Rangeley and of C. P. Freemau of Philadelphia ant, Arisonia, Conn.; Mr. and
T h e author says;
Bigelow at 1-55 P. M.
Harrison
T.
Sheldon,
M
rs-.
Wilder
M. er, “ Kansas Bill,” cow boy;
F ISH IN G
at
the
Yacht
Club
for
afternoon
tea.
Miss
“ For those who have
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.. and leaves at
‘‘Antonio,”
11:00 A. M.
Prizes given by Mr. Freeman
for Busih, Mrs. Robert Wilder Bush, Miss Marguerite Snellbacher,
caught them, as well
;
as for those who
SrRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- best improvement iai score were tak King, New- Haven, Conn.
pirate; Bradford Lambert, “ Therese
ton st 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M., for Phillips and
never have.” This
French maid; Dick Katz, youth; Mas
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.. and for en by H. J. Ganung and Miss Kath
book describes the
Bigelow at 4:65 P. M. Passenger trains arrive erine Clark of New York; those in
M A IN E ’S F R E A K SUMMER
ter Bruce McLain and John Cotter
fish, tells their habits
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.
and HOW. WHEN
as the “ Gold Dust Twins.”
The
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at the self-imposed handicap, given by
and W II E R E to
7^25 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mrs. II. J. Gerning, went to Mrs. C.
The expectation which was enter get-ups of ’ the ladies who impersonat
catch them; also tells
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A . M.,
A.
Judkins
of
Brookline,
Mass.,
and
ed
boys
were
particularly
realistic
tained
early
in
the
season
that.
Maine
the KIND of tackle
trom Kingfield at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington
at 11:55 A. M
used for each fish.
C. M. Clark of New York.
would reap a harvest from the influx and the way they manipulated their
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm
One of the unique and delightful of summer visitors, owing to the war cigarettes and made love to the Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
ington at 7:08 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rrive from
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
young people’s parties was the din embargo on foreign travel, ^oes not French a.nd Japanese 'maidens and
Remarks on the “Gentle Art”; Rods;
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A. M.,
of seem to be in process of realization. the chambermaid spoke of critical R&els; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed ner given by Miss Betty Smith
Oif the real things.
T! e Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gafts, Tackle
train leaves for Farmington at 7:80 A . M.t and German to-wn. in honor of her brother, War or no war, people will not seek studies
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
dashing
cow
boy
and
dusky
eyed
pir Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; Surfthe
sea
coast
when
the
only
attrac
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm- G. Allen Smith, recently arrived, one
ngton at 11:30 A. M.. and arrives from Farming- of the popular yoamg men
of the tions there are cold and drizzling ate with fierce pistol stuck in flow- Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
ton at 6:43 P. M.
summer group.
One of the large weather and fur blankets, nor will in? sash seemed fit copies for illus Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A . M.
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
private
dining
rooms,
splendidly de they go to inland resorts when they trations in stirring tales, their black and
and arrives at 3:45 P. M.
Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M. corated was converted into a scene need wraps and foot warmers to sit mustaches calling cut many hearty
Slickers; Fishing for Tarpori and Tuna;
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
The fortune teller was Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
the twenty-eight on verandas with any comfort, and guffaws.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige of merriment by
real in ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
low at 9:00 A. M. and 5:45 P. M., for Farmington young people, and the fact that the when umbrellas and raincoats are an capitally made up and very
at 12:30 P. M.
Aunt Dinah and The Twins tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
indispensable adjunct of walks and action.
Fish—Good Places.
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A . M., and
drives.
Tbe present freak season were capital and her lecture on cook
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A . M.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents
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BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
Dancing followed the
lias given Maine a bad jolt. Where ing a gem.
ington at 10:45 A, M.. and arrives from FarmingSend all orders to
As good as it sounds,'with camps of it Should have brought into the State grand march with acting charades fo
ton at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
all
kinds
and
sizes.
Ten
ponds
within
M A IN E W O O D S,
Kingfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves fo r Kingfield
Pleasant talks
a million or two dollars more than is the closing exercise.
10 miles.
Salmon, togue, perch and
at 6:40 P. M.
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
were
given
on
request
by
Landlord
usually
spent
by
summer
visitors
in
trout.
Excellent
.hunting.
Guides
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips fo r FarmingMaine, the reverse has been the casp, Cole, Dr. Munyon, Mr. Lambert and
Write for terms to
ton at 9t00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at furnished.
Unppiql flffpr
theEdition
above
IL28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
F . G . H flY O E N ,
Ojluuiul
UliCI Any
booksone
and of
Outing
and tbe country’s playground
lias others.
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.
of
MAINE
WOODS
one
year,
$
1.23
E. E. Pat ridge.
been to quite an extent a deserted
F. N, BEAL, General Manager

PARTY ENJOYS
MOONLIGHT SAIL

Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
As Soon as it’s Cut U£

3 Ounces

Slice it as
you use
it

T

MANY CONTESTS
AT K1NE0

IMPRESSIVE
COSTUME PARTY

T

SANDY RIVER & RANGEIEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Ij IJ

MAINE WOODS
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.

MAI N E

WO O D S ,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , S E P T E M B E R 2, 1915.

M E T H O D IS T EPISCOPAL

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

We understand that Miss
Helen
Hilton, who graduated from
Bates
this year will teach in Falmouth,
U B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager Ma&s., this fall.
C, E. Parker has sold the house
OUTING EDITION
owned by him near the International
Pa«es .............................................. $1.00 per year
mill and now occupied by Glidden
LOCAL EDITION
Parker to Francis Farnham. Glidden
II and 16 ............................................. $.1.60 per year
over
Canadian. Mexican. CuJ>an and Panama sub Parker will move to the rent
scription 60 cants extra. Foreign subscription the postoffice now occupied by
C.
6 vents extra.
E. Parker when the latter moves in
itatered as second class matter. January 21* to his new house now being built.
(909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Miss Mabel Starbird has been the
t no A ct of March 3. 1879.
guest of Mrs. D. F. Field for the
T uj Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire past week.
state oi Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. CampRichard Field has had an uncom
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county fortable time with his eye the past
©eaily.
Maine Woods sjlicits communications and fisb week, having had a good sized s-ty
on it.
and game photographs from ts readers.
When ordering the address of vour paper
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Vining and
changed, please give the old as weii as new
son of Strong were guests over Sun
d dress.
day of relatives in town.
T H U R S D A Y , SE P TE M B E R 2, 1915.
Angier Jacobs went to Lewiston,
last week by autc, and Mrs. Jacobs
anct daughter, Evelyn, who have been
visiting there for the past
few
weeks, returned with him.
Charles Graffam and Miss Bickford
of Lewiston are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Haley and other
Fifteen Added to the “ Family Party’ relatives in town.
Since Last Meeting
Mrs. Archer Kidder of Farmington
was a guest c f Mrs. Frank Davis a
few days this week.
Tdiis is tlte season of family re
L. A. Worth ley, who has been in
unions which has now become so
has
common, wihiere the tendency of the Rangeiey the past few Aveeks
returned
to
Phillips.
Mr.
Worthley
household is to reach out, and includ
in its sympathy and interest
the expects to enter Pat Hand in the
races a t. Skowhegan next week.
whole kin.
We are pleased to note the success
The gathering of the Wing fam
ily on Thursday, August 26, was a which Mrs. Emma Raymond is hav
bakery
large one, nearly 300 being present. ing in the restaurant and
business
at
the
upper
village.
She
Silas M. Wing the veteran, oldest of
the Wings was present and enjoyed i meals many transients, and puts out
Mrs. Ray
the day as much as the rest of the a large amount of food.
boys.
It was a day of good cheer mond is well-known to be one of
and pleasant greetings and at noon the best of cooks, and the contents
a bountiful picnic dinner was serv of h - show case always Jcoks most
ed near the pavilion, some sitting appetizing.
Dr. Mary Cushman of Farmington
at tables, and others in little family
groups nearby.
After dinner
the made a short address at the Union
meeting was called to order by the church Monday afternoon on elemen
There
president, and the following officers tary Sunday school work.
elected:
President, Bion
Wing; was net a large attendance as no
Vice Pres., Ken dell Wlhittemore; notice of the meeting had been giv
Dr. Cushman had been on a
Sec., Rose Hamden; Treas., Prank en.
Hapnden; Historian, Bion Wing. The tour of the Sunday schools in the
She is the sup
report of the secretary showed that Rangeiey section.
since the last meeting there had erintendent of elementary work for
been one marriage, Charles E. Kin Franklin county.
ney and Elia May Hiuntingtcn, Sep
Mrs. N. P. Noble returned Monday
tember 23, 1914.
Fifteen births, from a visit in Portland with Mrs. H.
August 9, Mr.
and
Mrs. Frank H. Tukey.
Mrs. Julia Hinkley and son Hairy
Sprague, a daughter, Arlene
Bar
bara; July 12, Mr. and Mrs. Lee will leave Farmington, Sunday on their
Mitchell, a sen, Kirmeth Waldron; j return to their home in Brooklyn, N.
August 20, Mr. and Mrs. Lea Daven |Y. They will go to Portland with Mr.
port, a daughter, Ida May; Septem |and Mrs. A. C. Norton by automobile.
ber 7, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. 8>Mr«. Harriet Voter of Farmington
Caton a son, Richard Eugene; Feb was the guest of her son, Elmer Voter
ruary 17, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Luf and attended the Voter reunion.
The first meeting of the Ladies’ So
kin a daughter, Arlene;
November
16 Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wing a cial union since the summer vacation,
daughter, Montrice Estelle; October will be held at the Parish House next
12, Mr. and Mrs. Harland O. White, Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 7.
The funeral services of Mrs. George
a son Stanton Webber; August 21,
Mr. and Mrs. Abel E, Bunnell a son, Hood who passed away last Sunday in
Philip Barden; March 28, Mr. and the forenoon, were he d at the home
Mrs. Homer C. Frost a daughter, Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Dr. Kelley of
Virginia; February 21, Air. and Mrs. Washington, D. C., officiating, and Un
dertaker C. F. Chandler in charge.
Beri Doyen a son, Raymond; March
Mrs. Hood had been an invalid for 17
21, Mr. and Mrs. B*. Raymond Wing
years ai d for the past several months
a daughter, Edith Alice;
February
especially, had been a great sufferer.
25, Mr. and Mrs. Leon P. Barden a
Mrs. Hood suffered a shock Suncay
daughter, Beulah Leone; June 28,
morning fiorn which she never rallied.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin C. Barden a
Her family have been most devoted and
daughter, Genevieve Leone; Mr. and
have done everything possible for her
Mrs. T. R. Wing, a daughter, Eve comfort.
lyn Irene; Mr. and Mrs. Claude E.
Webber, a son.
Deaths:
December 9, 1914, Jos encore; mandolin and violin music,
ephine Wing; August 18, 1915, Myr Mis® Leathers and Clifford Wing;
song, Everdeen Hinkley; recitation,
tle R. Haggan.
The following resolutions were Ira Wing, who responded to nn en
read:
Whereas it has seemed best core; song, Opal and Lucille Webber;
to the ruler cf the universe to rel recitation, Roberta Wing.
Adjournment was then made to the
move frem among us, sister Josephine
Wing, Resolved, that the members of field in front of F. w . Hamden’s
thi° Wing reunicn hereby desire to ex where a lively and interesting game
press their sense of bereavement and of ball was played between a picked
grief at the loss of a faithful mem-, team and the West Rangeiey team,
ber. Whereas Our Heavenly Father resulting in a score of 5 to 3 in fav
in his all wise providence has seen or of the West Rangeleys.
fit to call unto Himself little Myrtle
Haggan, Resolved, that our sincere
sympathies are extended to the par
ents and other near relatives in their
bereavement.
The next in order was tie pro
Fahys Ladies’ W atches.
gram which follows:
Singing (by
all; prayer, Rev. Grace
Stanley;
Guaranteed
song, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Whittemore;
to give satisfaction.
recitation, Violet Hinkley; seng, Clifford Wing and Everdeen Hinkley.
They responded to an encore.
Rec
itation, Vance Doyen; song, Kendell
Whittemore, who responded to an

Phillips, Maine

WING REUNION
AGAIN ENJOYED

FOR GOOD TIME
SAKE!

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

Miss Ruth Austin pleasantly enter!
tained at whist Wednesday afternoon
the following friends: Mrs. J. Blaine
Morrison, Glidden Parker, 'Floyd Par
ker, Everett Knapp, Frank Horeyseck,
A. G. Cronkhite, Misses Gladys Dutton,
Mollie Hescock, Elma Byron, Edna
True, Edith Morton.
Refreshments
were served.
Blaine Beal is having a two weeks’
vacation ar clerk for E. R. Toothaker.
Howard Leavitt is substituting.
A private note received from Miss
Estelle Barker from Gardiner says that
her mother, Mrs. C. E. Barker was to
undergo a very critical operation at the
Central Maine General hospital, Lewis
ton last Tuesday, for the removal of a
fibroid tumor, and the many friends of
Mrs. Barker will anxiously await the
report of her condition.
A special corporation meeting will be
held this evening in Lambert hall to
consider the electric light matter.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
When in need of an up-tc-date
ready to wear suit or overcoat go to
Hoyt’s Clothing store.
Clothing for
beys and for men.
These lace front corsets are It at
C. M. Hoyt’s.
Fahys ladies’ watches are neat in
appearance and small in size. Sold
by A. G. Cronkhite.
Sedgeley & Co., have a few ladies’
suits at very low prices.
Cauliflower and green tomatoes for
mustard pickles at Bean’s.
Rollins & Bean are advertising two
second hand autos for sale.
Fries,h shipment of candy for your
box of Saturday candy.
29?. a lb.
Floyd E. Parker.
Croquet sets, a new line, at
F. Chandler & Son's.

C.

CHURCH

Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 5.— Morning worship,
19.45.
Sermon, “ Holy Living.” Sun
day school, 12.
Epworth League de
votional service, 7.
Evening service
of prayer and praise, 7.30.
Thursday, Sept. 9.— Mid week pray
er meeting, 7.30.
“ Come with us and we will do thee
good.”
F ED ER ATED CHURCH.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending Septem
ber 11.
Sunday, Sept. 5: 10.45—Morning
worship.
Sermon by Rev. W. O.
Keirstead of Providence, R. I. 12.10
— Sunday school.

RARE CASE OF LOST MEMORY
Physicians Making Investigation of
Man Afflicted With “Alexia” in
Pronounced Form.
Dr. S. P. Goodhart, writing in the
i New York Medical Journal, reports on
i a rare case of alexia, which is a form
I of aphasia, in which the patient could
|not remember what he had just writi ten. The man, who was born in this
|country, couldn’t remember the name
of the president of the United States
or the mayor of New York.
Doctor Goodhart and Dr. H. Cltmenko, who reported on the case with
him, told how the patient could not
call a bell by name when it was shown
to him, but could name it when it was
sounded. Other objects he could not
recognize by sight he could name if
allowed to handle them.
He wrote letters correctly from dic
tation, but couldn’t read them later.
Besides a memory confusion the man
suffered from a certain degree of
psychic blindness.
“ There was loss of memory tor
words, proper names and dates, purely
as names, however, for he would often
recollect the name by a roundabout
process of reasoning, as, for instance,
when asked on December 31 what
holiday occurred on the following day
he said, ‘It ain’t no regular city holi
day, it’s the last day of the year, New
Year’s.’ ”
This alexia is ascribed by the doc
tors to a lesion in the left hemisphere
of that part of the parietal lobe known
as the angular gyrus, where the visual
memory center is probably situated.—
New York Sun.

Physicians have endorsed
Uncle
STURTEVANT
D E N IE S
Sam Breakfast food. Toothaker’s cas
SHIP.
store.

OWNER

G O U L D — BEA L
Marriage of Farmington Young Man
and Phillips Young Lady.
Percy Wilson Gould of Farmingten and Miss Anna Eulalia Beal of
Phillips were united in marriage at
the home of the bride’ s parents, Mr,
and Mrs. B. F. Beal, Saturday even
ing at 8 o ’clock, in the presence of
the immediate relatives. The house
was prettily decorated for the oc
casion and in one corner of the
parlor a wedding bower had
been
formed of asparagus vine, phlox and
asters.
To the strains of the Avedding processional played by Miss M.
Wilhelmina Skolfield the'
Avedding
party entered the room. 'The bride
and groom Avere escorted by
Miss
Lora M. Gould, sister of the groom,
as maid of honor, and Blaine E.
Beal, brother of the bride, as best ]
man.
The bride was becomingly
dressed in a goAvn of white crepe de
chine and carried a shower bouquet
cf white sweet peas.
The maid of
honor Avas dressed in yelloAV charmeuse and carried a bouquet of pink
sweet peas.
The single ring cere
mony Avas performed by Rev. AT. S.
Hutchins, pastor of the Federated
church.
Following the ceremony an
informal reception Avas held at which
dainty refreshments were served.
The bride is the only daughter o f
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Beal and is one
of Phillips’ most popular young lad
ies.
She Avas graduated from the
Phillips High school in the class o f
1912 and from the State Normal
school of Farmington in 1914, since
Avhich time she has been a most
successful teacher in the schools o f
Sherman Mills.
The grcom is the
eldest child of Mr. and Mrs. How
ard N. Gould.
Since leaving school
he has assisted his father in various busines enterprises and is re
garded as one of Farmington’s ris
ing young farmers, he and his father
having recently acquired
adjoining
farms which they will cultivate in
partnership.
The couple left the
bride’s home by automobile amid a
shower of confetti and good wishes
and came directly to their home on
the E5d Clark farm, which has been
remodeled and fitted up nicely for
their occupancy.
They are
now
passing a few days at the Gould
summer camp on an island in Flying
Pond, Vienna.
Out-of-town guests at the cere
mony were Mr. and Mrs. Howard N.
Gould,
daughters Lora,
Winifred
and Lillian and son William, Mrs.
Henry P. White, all of Farmington;
Miss Nathalie Smith of St. Paul,
Minn., Mr. and Mrs. Bradford L.
Beal o f Strang, Mrs. W. S. Skolfield
and daughter Wilhelmina of San
Diego, Cal., by whom and many
others the newly-weds were gener
ously remembered with-china, cut
glass, silver, linen and a substantial
check from the bride’s parents.

Maine Wood®, Phillips, Me.,
If you can’t call for your paper Gentlemen:—
every day, you should give us your
Farmington, Me., Sept. 1^—Cur at
subscription for a month or year and tention was called to a neAvs item
have it delivered to you. Henry True in your paper c f recent date stat
ing that the Lighting Company
in
Boils water “ in a jiffy” and can Farmington and Strong was oAvned
cook or warm anything. The Ster and controlled by the American Se
na u Solid Alcohol Stove, sold by the curities Company whose doors have
Phillips Hardware Co.
been closed on account of financial
troubles.
W e wish to state that the Ameri
CURIOUS REASON FOR MURDER
can Securities Company does
net
Surely Slayer Never Gave More own cne cent’s Avorth o f these prop
Whimsical “ Excuse” Than That
MAR RIAGES
erties and is not, nor never has been
Offered by Englishman.
connected in any way, shape or man
Phillips, August 28, by Rev. M. S.
The “Brides’ Bath” murder trial in ner with the management of these Hutchins, Percy Wilson Gould of Farm
ington and Miss Anna Eulalia Beal o f
London with one Smith charged with lighting plants.
Phillips.
Yours truly,
slaying for the sake of insurance and
C. O. Sturtevant.
legacies three ~of his six wives—who
were found droAvaed in the bathtubs of
N O T IC E .
lodging bouses—recalls the singular
Cossacks.
case of Thomas Griffiths Waiaewright,
The Cossacks are the rough rider*
The annual reunion of the Bubier
journalist, art critic, forger, poisoner, of Europe. As the cowboys of the
family will be held August 28, 1915,
a member of the circle to Avhich Lamb, American plains and the Guachos of
Withey in
Hazlitt, Hood and others belonged, the pampas, the Cossacks are an in at the home of E. A.
New
Vineyard.
AH
members
and
Philip Hale observes in the Boston tensely interesting, wild, free, plain
Herald. Among those whom he poi folk, who live in the saddle in the relatives of the family are cordially
soned for insurance money Avas young open places and Avhose rough democ invited.
Helen Abercrombie
When he was racy is the expression of the same
Mrs. E. A. Withey, Sec.
ashed boAv he had the heart to kill naive, rudimentary culture as that oi
such a fair and innocent creature, he their new Avorld brothers-in-spirit.
The annual reunion of the Durrell
answered, after mature reflection:
family
will be held at the Grange
"Upon my soul, I don’t know, unless
Flattery.
hull, Strong, Saturday, September 4,
it was because she had kuch thick an
Flattery is the Avorst and falsest
Picnic dinner.
kles.”
way of showing our esteem.—Dean 1915.
W. G. Durrell, Sec.
It i3 said that Wainewright was the Swift.
original of Bulwer Lytton’s Varney,
and the husband of that author’s Lucretia Clavering; that Dickens’ “ Hunt
ed Down” was suggested by Wainewright’s career. Occar Wilde wrote a
whimsical if hot Avholly sympathetic
essay about Wainewright, and there is
an account of him by W. Carew Haz
litt prefixed to a collection of the poi
soner’s essays and criticisms published
35 years ago. Wainewright had a son
who entered the British navy. Anx
ious to escape the dishonor attached
AT
to his name, he came to America and,
it is said, married a woman of rueans.
If he is living he would now be about
\
eighty years old. Has hi3 history in
this country ever been traced?

W e Still Sell All the -

,

j

BOSTON PAPERS

Daily and Sunday.
A big list o f magazines always found

HENRY T R U E ’S

Rely on Wind Exclusively.
So steady are the winds at Curacoa that three wireless telegraph sta
tions depend on windmills to furnish
their power.

Magazines not in stock will be ordered
promptly. Subscriptions fo r the Bos
ton papers for the month or year.
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.
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way,
READ AT REUNION Tired, perhaps,
but happy, too,
Yet— is there one among them, who,
AT WEST PHILLIPS Then, and for many days as well,

was at Oak Hill cemetery, Auburn. Civil war veteran of Philadelphia, vis
Besides her husband, Mrs. Barrett ited the relatives of Riggin in Laurel
Qoe cent a word In advance. No headline or
leaves one brother and a sister and and told of Riggin’s death in the battle'
Other atapfey. Subjects in a. h» c. order
a large circle of fiends who extend of Gettysburg, and his last message
— Though why not always can he tell h heartfelt sympathy to the afflicted to them.
Thurston and Riggin became good
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
“ Clara” was dearly loved
The following original poem, by But feels his thoughts far backward family.
friends during the war and, as com
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy Miss Hazel W ebber was read at the
and will long be remembered by rades, promised each other that should
x
go
and light,
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. occasion of the West Phillips Re 'To times he would but does
not those who knew here here at the one be killed in battle the survivor
Phillips, Me.
Rangeleys.
know?
.
would search out the family of the
union :
othef and tell them of his death. Rig
Dear hills of Maine, that,
sloping Not one but to him less a dream
FOR SALE— Desirable house lots in
gin was killed at Gettysburg, fighting
The days of his forefathers seem,
down,
by Thurston’s side.
Phillips,- Address Maine Woods.
CHRISTIAN
EPIC
IN
STONE
Feels
gratitude
for
them,
and
then
Encompass many a little town,
After the war Thurston sought dili
Dear streams, that rising wild and Feels kinder toward his fellowmen.
Strassburg Cathedral, Just Behind gently, but found no trace of Riggin’s
WANTED—Washings. Will call for
free,
relatives until a short time ago when,
Battle Line, One of the Glories of
and deliver them.
Mrs. F. King,
accidentally, he found that Mrs. F. B.
•Flow out to find the boundless sea, But even in tins country place
Gothic Architecture.
Box 39, Phillips, Me.
Sirman of Laurel is a niece of the
Dear land, though clothed in green Time gives the years a hurried race,
Old customs must give way to new,
The visit followed.—
Just back of the line of battle in dead man.
* or snow,
LOST—String of amethyst rosary
Yet seems this one of worth most Alsace, within the zone where thor Laurel (Del.) Dispatch to Philadelphia
’Tis loved by each cf us, I know,
beads with gold cross, on Blake Hill,
true,
oughgoing destruction is threatened, Record.
The place on earth we hold most
Phillips, Sunday.
Suitable reward.
another of the marvelous, most worth
We do not wish to have it go,
dear
Coal Tar Once Thought Waste.
Mrs. Daniel Delley, Rangeiey.
while works of our civilization stands
Because our childhood homes are For it we’re happier, we know;
About a century ago coal tar was
exposed
to
the
varying
chances
of
bat
So may the Reunion come again,
here.
FOR SALE— Bay mare, Lady Belle
tle. This is the beautiful cathedral of considered almost a waste product,
And as the hills we love, remain.
by Belle Buckle by Bow Belle, 2.19%.
Strassburg, an architectural glory and no one had thought it worth while
which makes mock of modern satis to experiment with it. At that time
Dam, Lena C. by Bug wood. 8 years Long years ago, to this fair land
faction at the expense of earlier cen gas was being introduced as a new
old, 15^ hands high, 960 lbs. Sound, Our fathers came, a valiant band
light and Frederick Accum, who wrote
MILE SQUARE
turies.
kind, very fast pacer. Gees with That feared not beast ncr
savage
one of the first books on gas lighting,
The
enormous
old
minster,
famed
boots.
Come and see her work at
men,
suggested the boiling of the tar in a
wherever
joy
in
the
ideal
is
felt,
one
August 31.
fair grounds.
W ill sell at big bar Eut dared to pierce the wilds, and
still
and the condensation and collec
of the choicest Gothic visions ever
Mrs. Delia Brimljohn, Mrs. Viola dreamed by a master mason, is a mem tion of the volatile products. The ex
gain as I have two in slow classes.
then
C. S. Robbins, at fair grounds dur They built their homes
of
logs FrencQi of Lowell, Mass., Mrs. G. F. ory of ages when art was more a pas periment was made and the process
Beal of Avon, Mrs. Ineenie Everett sion and religion and less a means for yielded two oils. One was heavy and
ing fair.
rough-hewed,
the other light. It was soon found that
and son of Lawrence, Mass., Mr. and preference and daily bread.
j And soon the wilderness subdued
the heavy could be satisfactorily used
FOR SALE—Ha tree,
office
chair,
Strassburg
cathedral
is
a
Christian
Mrs.
Charles
Burditt
and
son
and
! With toil that marks this life below,
as a preservative for wood that had to
bed and other furniture. Lot of tools
'epic
in
stone.
Exquisite
in
proportion
H. O, Burditt and daughter, Ella
|And sacrifice we cannot know.
and detail, it rises, a great pile, out of be fixed underground or submerged in
for wood and iron.
Chains, jack
! Though hemes were scattered
far of Rumford, and R. H. Cunningham
the surrounding city. Its spire vies water and was used extensively in pre
screws, tool chests.
J. M. Teague,
Hancock, Mass., were recent guests
and wide,
with the loftiest daring of the New serving piers and wharfs.
Phillips.
The country school, their greatest cf Mr. and Mrs. John Dunham.
York makers of skyscrapers against a
Stage Humor Has Changed.
Mrs. Thomas Austin of Holliston, dark background of mountains, whose
pride,
Stage humor today isn’t quite as
Mass., who has been visiting
her heights, with the cathedral spire,
Their
children’s
heritage
became.
EUSTIS
outlandish as it used to be fifteen or
Naught cared these pioneers for mother, Mrs. Delia' Wilbur returned watch over Upper Alsace.
twenty years ago. Charles H. Hoyt
The
spire
of
the
minster
is
a
mas
home
Tuesday.
fame,
once wanted a certain type of come
terpiece,
excelled
by
no
nother
steeple
August 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Marden have
But helping each his work to do,
dian and, hearing of a team called
and
equaled
by
but
few.
It
ends
more
There was a heavy frost la t week Their lives were spent in
service been visiting relatives in Carthage, than 500 feet above the town, and it Coyne and McGee playing in an up
which killed xjearly all cf the gardens
Dixfield, Mexico, Rumford and other is a wonder-compelling structure of stairs theater on Third avenue, went
true,
in town, also the blueberries.
From social strife
and problems places.
delicate open stonework, rich in an to see them. The Coyne was Joe
Coyne, now a great favorite both here
,
Rev. Mr. Daun, the Stratton minis
School
commenced
Mcnday,
August
endless complexity of forms.
free,
ter preached here at the schoolhouse Oh, that the rare simplicity
30, with Miss Lillian
Toothaker of
After finishing the one spire, build ana in London. McGee began telling
ers never attempted to construct the Coyne about a chance he had to make
Sunday afternocn, August 29.
That then was theirs, were ours Phillips, teacher.'”
a lot of money. “ All I need is a stake,”
proposed companion to it.
/Mrs. Mertie Small has returned to
to-day,
said
McGee.
“ That’s easy,” replied
Strassburg differs from other Ger
her heme at Canton Point,
after For nobles of this land were they.
man cathedrals in that it possesses a Coyne. With that he took a piece of
visiting her father, Will Stubbs for
greater width in proportion to its beef from his pocket, stuck it on his
two weeks.
She is going to visit Long since those olden days have
height. It is one of the most harmo cane and broiled it over the gas foot
lights.—New York Letter to the Pitts
her aunt, Mrs. Lydia Marsh at Far
nious of Europe’s sacred structures.
gone,
burgh Dispatch.
mington on her way home.
The
doors
are
very
beautiful
and
the
And times must change as years roll
rose window, more than forty feet in
Medric Gurnard and brother, Glen
on,
Without the Death Penalty.
diameter, is an artistic achievement
(Special Correspondence.)
© f Canada are in town.
p'ld customs vaniisih, one by one,
The death penalty has been abolish
that
wins
the
admiration
of
every
vis
The Barker, August 20.—Here in
ed in Rhode Island since 1852, in
Miss Olive Green and sister, Mar New ways and fashions are begun,
this beautiful region cf ours sorrow itor.
garet and brother, Sheridan of Skow- Another era takes its place,
The building was begun in 1176 and Michigan since 1847, in Maine since
often casts shadows and many are was completed in its present form in 1887, in Wisconsin for quite a number
hegan came out from the Jim Pond And brings to life another race,
those who will be deeply grieved to 1439. More or less extensive restora of years, in KansaB since 1907, in
A
race
that
finds
this
fleeting
life
Camps a few days ago and returned
hear
of the recent death of Clara tions have been necessary, and their Holland since 1860, in Saxony since
All filled with care and socaal strife;
home.
Brown, wife of Captain Nathan Bar lamentable results give grounds for 1868 and in Belgium since 1831. It
Some
sigh
in
vain
for
those
old
ways,
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Taylor of Strat
the most discouraging reflections upon has been abolished in Italy, Switzer
rett.
land, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and
ton visited the former’s son, A. L. While others trust in future days,
It was twenty years ago that Miss the prediction that Reims cathedral Portugal.
Forgetting quite of life the way—
Taylor and family recently.
can
be
restored.
Clara Brown of Mayfield came to
Will Stubbs has returned
from To help each other day by day.
work for Capt. Fred C. Barker and
Round Mountain, where he guided a
fifteen years ago was married to EXECUTED COMRADE’S WISH
Peter Stuyvesant’s Tree.
And
we—not
one
of
us
can
know
few days last week.
A pear tree was brought, in 1647 or
Captain Barrett, and they have al
How much of reverence we owe
Civil War Veteran Delivered Message 1665, to the Bowery, New York, then
Fred Norton's house caught
fire
ways been great favorites with the
To all who were among that band,
After a Search Extending Over
Sunday', August 29.
It caught acalled Bouwerie, by Peter Stuyvesant,
many guests entertained at Bemis,
For we but partly understand
Fifty-Two Years.
and planted on the spot which is now
round the chimney.
Birches
and
The
Barker.
Tbdire times, and standards that they
the northeast corner uf Thirteenth
Master Harry Arnold and brother,
“ Clara,’ ’ as she was lovingly call
A belated message, fifty-two years street and Third avenue. It bore fruit
set,
Fieddie have gene to Farmington to
old,
reached
the
relatives
of
the
late
ed was faithful in all her duties, of
Our heritage, we oft forget.
for 200 years, after which it was cut
attend school.
They will board at
a sunny and happy disposition, mak James Riggin, in Laurel, last week, down. A cross-section may be seen in
Too seldom we are carried back
A. L. Dow’s.
ing and keeping a large circle cf when according to a promise made on the New York Historical society
By fancy, o’er a shadowy track,
the battlefield, William Thurstom a building.
Several men have gone to Alder
true friends.
T o bring those folks to life again,
stream to work for the Great North
For several winters Mr. and Mrs.
And feel their labors not in vain.
ern Company, who is going to log
Barrett have had a cozy
pretty
there again this winter.
Cne thing there is, our thoughts to home ,on High street in Lewiston,
where they la v e enjoyed a rest be
stay,
Automatic Testing Machine.
tween th sasons and
entertained
And
turn
upon
a
backward
way,
The machines turned out by a large
friends.
Though
not
its
purpose,
it
has
typewriter manufactory are tested by
For several weeks Mrs.
Barnett
might
an automatic electrical machine which
was not well, but no one thought it
does the work much faster than hu To keep us from forgetting quite
man hand a__________ ______
Those olden times; ’tis when the anything serious, and only a few
days before she went to Lewiston
year
Conducts a first class job printing department
Staple Food of Costa Rica.
was a Doctor called and she decided
Pauses,
and
Autumn
draweth
near,
Rice is one of the most important
to give up her work and go» to the
articles of food used in Costa Rica. II With goldenrod the asters vie;
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
home of their friends, Mr. and Mrs.
1b eaten at least twice a day by every Then young and old of kindred tie,
where
inhabitant of the republic. The pel Much cherished friendships to retain, T. A. Seannell in Auburn,
everything that medical skin
and
capita consumption of rice in Costa In glad Reunion meet again.
Rica is thus at least 100 pounds a
loving care could do was done, but
year, and the total amount of rice con Though wide the usage of the name, Bright’s disease quickly
developed
sumed is 30,000,000 pounds a year.
and she lived only a week.
No cither time is quite the same,
It was a great shock to learn of
For those cf kindred * blood
or
her unexpected death. Many beauti
thought,
ful floral offerings were sent from
Although of rank it matters not,
friends here at the lakes.
It brings together in a way
The funeral was. held at the home
No other social meeting may.
)f Mr. and Mrs. Scann.aU, Rev. Mr.
Good fellowship and joy abound,
The cheerful spread their cheer a- Cummings officiating and the burial
round;
And
some,
discouraged, weary, find
W illiam F. N ye is the great
Refreshment for the heart and mind;
est authority on refined oils in the
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
The children romp in merry glee,
Of an Occasional Trip to
world. He was the first bottler; has
Rejoiced to find that they are free;
the largest business and N Y O IL
The cider youngsters feel the earth
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
A broader place and more of worth
is the best oil he has ever made.
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
Then they had thought, some of
dummies and prices on request.
N Y O IL
them, too,
HAS NO EQ UAL.
Speak of the things that they will do; Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
9
Beware of scented mixtures called
The grown-up ones, young-hearted
Home During Your Stay.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
yet,
Positively the Only. First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and give*, perfect lubrica Their work, and half their cares, House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
forget;
Water and Local and Long Distance |
Sportsmen, use it liberally on The old folks talk cf bygone times,
Telephone in All Rooms.
your firearms and your rod. You will
And things not meet for idle rhymes; Just a step from Monument Square
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
go. each ohe, doing well his part,
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable,
“bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Feels near him many a kindred Take the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car t o m
in trial sizes at
c. Made by
Union Station.
heart.
European Plan Only, Rates $1X0 and up.
' 1 ! I ' I I N 1!•'r: i : M! I ! 11|, .1!
WM. F. NYE,
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
But all too soon comes close of day,
N W B e d fo r d , M a ss.
H. P. THUBSTOJL
IL F. HIMMELEIN,
And each one takes his homeward
Proprietors.
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UPPERDAM WINS
FROM MIDDLEDAM
Other News Notes From Lakewood
Camps.
(Special Correspondence.)
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam,
August 28.—With the hotel and
camps packed and the one neighbor
at Middle Dam kindly
offering a
room to the stranger who came at
night across the carry, tells of the
business being done at this far away
corner of the Rangeleys, at the side
of Wellokennebacook Lake.
At this early hour the automobile
is at the door waiting to take a
party over the five-mile carry to
Sunday Cove, where a special hoat
will be ready to cross Umbagog Lake
Word came from the Balsams yes
terday that “-never was there such
a crowd at DixviMe Notch, even the
winter annex was opened to accom
modate the travelers.”
Since the rain is over the roads
have quickly dried up, and automo
biles from the different states are
now touring the White Mountains.
Everyone is glad to welcome H.
L. Norris of Lynn, Mass., who as
usual the next morning after his
arrival brought in a good sized sal
mon.
Alfred S. Whitteanore of. Med
ford, Mass., is with him for his first
visit to this country.
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. P. M. Berry of
J-ersey City, who have been enjoying
life at this delightful spot for the
past nine weeks, a month ■ago were
joined by tlieir daughter and hus
band, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Gaston an
son, Master Robert B. Gaston and
Mr. Gaston’s sister, Mrs. E. C. Ward
and friend, Mrs. W. B. Warliurst of
Passaic, N. J.
On Monday Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Gaston and son, John
Gaston of the same city joined them
for a few days and are to go home
via Dixville Notch.
W. V. Lyons of Boston and Miss
Sarah M. Wales of Woonsocket, R.
I., have returned for another extend
ed stay at Middle Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Mead of Green
wich, Conn., who for two weeks have
been in the bungalow are expecting
their son to-day for the remainder of
their stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rapelje of
Brooklyn, N. Y., Miss Collins of New
York, Miss Sawyer of Portland, A.
O. Adams of Manchester, N. H., H.
W. and H. J. Herrick of Lawrence,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Hazen of
Brookline, Mass., E. G. Hathaway,
Boston, Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Smith of
Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Thompson of Harrisburg, Penn., Mr.
and Mrs. James D.
Fessendson of
New York are among those who wen
over to Sunday Cove and made the
trip through the White Mountains
the past week.
Wednesday Upper Dam ball team
came down here and won the game
from the Middle Dam boys with a
score of 20 to 14.
It was an excit
ing game and everyone helped it along with cheers that were said to b
beard at the head of the lake.

N othing Better
than bread and butter —
when the bread is made
from W illiam Tell Flour.
Nothing- m ore w holesom e,
either, or a better fo o d for
grow in g children, because
W illiam Tell is m ade from
O hio R ed W inter W heat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,
W illia m T e l l goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making-qualities.
1231

William Tell
Flour
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.f
Phillips, M ain*.

On Monday evening Miss
Rita
Jones of Waterbury, Conn., gave a
farewell party to the. ‘ ‘Major of Mid
dle Dam,” G. W. Mixter, Jr., alias
“ Big George.”
A progressive fivehundred, followed by stories around
the camp fire afforded a most en
joyable evening.
The jolly party of boys, Bill Cz,
Ed Jones, G. W. Mixter, Jr., and C
C. Van Roden, with George and Fred
York guides, have returned from a
trip to Metailluc Pond where
they
saw thirty deer.
For details read
“ A Night in the Maine W oods” by
G. W. Mixter, Jr., to be published
later.
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Guild of Provi
dence, R. I., have returned
home,
after a week’s pleasant stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. McGhee of
New York have returned for another
season in Camp Satisfaction.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Westerve.lt of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., are greatly en
joying this their first visit to Mid
dle Dam.
Win. Sargent is their
guide and they have had good
fly
fishing a number of 1 % and 2-pound
salmon ey brought in this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Salt of Mont
clair, N. J., are intertaining at their
camp on Umbagcg Lake, Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Halligoq, their daughter,
Miss Myra B. and son, Master Kim
ball o£ Montclair, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Klett of
New Britain, Conn., are here for a
month’s stay.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Scberr and nep
hew of Fajardo, Porto *Rico, after a
delightful stay of several weeks here
in the Maine wilderness, are now
at Long Island for a few weeks be
fore they sail for heme.
Miss Jessie D. Alexander of W ey
mouth, Mass., said good-bye cn Mon
day, having greatly enjoyed her stay
of two weeks.
*
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Allen
are entertaining their daughter, Mrs.
Natli. B. French and two children of
Levant and old friends are happy to
greet her after an absence of five
years.
Although a number are to leave
this week others are coming and if
the pleasant weather continues there
will be more people at these camps
than were ever before entertained in
September.

THE FATHER
OF FISHING
Izaak Walton is buried in the floor
cf Prior Silksitede’s Chapel in the
cathedral at Winchester,
England.
Father Izaak’s tomb is the one that
appeals most intimately to the gen
eral visitor to the cathedral.
Henry C. Shelley thus describes
the Walton grave and its environ
ment:
“ A slab of black
marble
marks the resting place of Izaak
Walton.
That childlike old
man,
with the ruddy cheek and laughing
eye, as Hazlitt imagined him, bad
no greater pleasure than to journey
peacefully from parsonage to dean
ery or bishop’s palace, and could he
have chosen the roof under which
he was to breathe his last he would
have made no complaint t/hat it
should be that of his son-in-law, the
prebendary of Winchester.
“ And so it came to pass that it
was under that roof, witjhin easy hail
of bis beloved river Itdben, be penne'1 bis will and laid him down to
die.
When bis quiet funeral, ‘free
from all ostentation or charge,’ took
place in this tiny chapel, none of
the sorrowing mourners saw
the
fresco which now adorns its walls.
“ Its subject is the calling of Peter,
who, in an attitude of fear, bolds
firmly to the prow of bis boat. Fifty
years ago the existence of t^at pic
ture was unknown; but now that it
has been uncovered, it is natural to
reflect upon the pleasure
Walton
would have taken in having bis last
chamber adorned with a fresco so
suggestive of his own gentllie art. For
he was never weary of exalting angl
ing, for the reason that ‘for four of
His apostles Christ chose fishermen,
whom he never reproved for their
calling.’ ’ ’
William Plowitt, in his admirable
work entitled “ Visits to Remarkable
Places,” describes the Walton tomb
as follows:
“ If we bad quitted Win
Chester Cathedral without paying a
visit to the grave o f one of the
best and most cheerful-hearted old
men who rest in it we should have
committed a grave fault.
No, we
stood on the stone in the floor, of
Prior Silkstede Chapel in the old

Norman south transept, which! is in- JP R O V I S I O N
scribed with the name of Izaak Wal
ton.
“ There rests that prince of fisher
men, and if the whole kingdom had
been sought for the most fitting spot
A Few Suggestions to Help You
of burial for him, none could have
been found more fitting than this.
on Your Camping Trip.
Is it not in the neighborhood of that
beautiful River Itchen, Whose water
Provisions for any length of time
is so transparent that it looks rather
like condensed air, and in Which Inis on a camping trip must first be well
beloved trout sail about as plain to protected from thie rain, the dust,
There are various met
the eye as the birds are on
the and insects.
boughs that overhang it? Is it not hiods of stowing away provisions of
Perhaps the waterproof
by that sweet valley in which be de ail kinds.
lighted, and in that solemn minister bitg of canvas, on the inside of wide
that he loved, and by that daughter has been stitched several thickness
that he loved stilil more, and amid es of strong waxed paper is the most
the haunts cf those bishops and piou •convenient, for flour, eoru meal, su
men whom he venerated, that the gar, salt, and other dry materials. A
good old disciple not only of Christ, ten-pound coffee can, a tin can in
but of Andrew and Peter, and of all which salted peanuts are -sold, and
sacred fishermen, rests?
Peace other similar tight cans are splendid
receptacles for bread, cookies, doughr
and lasting honor to him!
nuts, and any food that requires a
“ Great thanks should we owe him
vauum to retain its moisture. These
had he never left us any other sen
cans may be more easily conveyed
timent than that which lie penned
from one place to another if they
down where he heard the nightingales
are placed in convenient bags which
singing as he sat angling:
‘Lord,
may be slung from the shoulder. Salt
what music hast thou provided for
and smoked baon, and fresh meat
the saints in heaven when thou afmay be better preserved if wrapped
fordest bad men such music on
in a wet cloth, and then in waxed
earth?’ ”
paper.
Butter, when this luxury is
In Winchester Cathedral also rests
permitted, is best carried in a glass
the remains of Jane Austen, nove
one or two-quart Atlas Mason pre
list; King Egbert, King Canute, King
serving jar, because it never becomes
Edmund and other ancient kings and
tainted, and whether melted by beat,
famous personages.
or stiffened by cold weather, it does
not come in contact with anything
T H E A N G L E R AND T H E F IS H E R  else.
Coffee and tea must be kept
MAN.
in original containers, tightly closed.
For a three-day camping trip I
“ It is the belief of Acker
that
have u&ed a unique arrangement for
hand-dine fishing is as good as if not
the provisions necessary.
A dress
better than the rod and reel kind.” —
suit case was lined with pockets of
Wandering Angler, New York Press,
various sizes, made of ten cent crash
August 17.
towelling.
On the cover, inside,
Hand-line fishing, though the Tuna
was a series of pockets exactly
Angling Club of Santa Catalina Is
fitted to all the neocessary cooking
land, California, is bound to the use
and eating utensils, for a party of
of light rods and fine reels
and
three people.
Along each side of
tells us hand-lines are unsportsman
the suit case, were pockets of vary
like and detremental to the public
ing width to hold tin cans of salt,
interest, is good—Christ and His
pepper, cocca, sugar, matches, etc.,
disciples sanctioned it—but to say
the salt and pepper cans being the
It is as good as or better than rod
flat shaker style, the others
were
and reel fishing is not convincing.
same-sized flat Lowney cocoa cans,
The scoffer can’t condemn angling
just the height of the suit case in
in praising mere fishing with any
side.
Each, pocket and can was
more reason than he might proclaim
labelled rightly.
Other pockets held
against cricket playing in favoring
soap, soft muslin squares, medicines
carpentry, or vice versa.
One rnigli
as correctly say hand-line fishing is of possible use, wash cloths, needles
as good as riding, or driving, or golif, and thread, and many tilings of sim
or baseball, or canoeing (of course ilar nature which every camper is
sure to need sooner or later on liis
it is), for fishing without red and
In the bottom of the
suit
reel and fishing with proper tackle •trip.
case was a set of pockets, covering
are pursuits as distinct in character
as riding a plain horse bareback with, the cups, and plates.
Another suit case
contained a
a rough halter and straddling a gal
lant charger with neat bridle and Dutch Oven for cooking meat and
saddle; or, as mere boating with a stews, a coffee kettle with bail and
slab raft on a muddy creek
and cover, and a fry pan of iron, with
shelf
skimming tlie green billows in
a thin cover, also a steamer
which fitted the Dutch Oven inside,
trim yacht.
That the fisher’s hand-line
and on which to cook rice, onions, po
the fisherman’s net will take more tatoes, etc., while meat was boiling
A Thermos lunch kit car
fish than the angler’s tackle is not below it.
ries
milk
and
cream and keeps it
of the moment, because a stick of
dynamite or a cannon filled
with cold for two days, as I myself have
leaden pellets or a hoy with a mar tested upon several trips, and the
ket basket will take still more fish/ lunch box is nice for cake and cook
than the net and hand-line. Quanti ies, or sandwiches, being divided in
Two dress suit
ty makes fishing “ good” with the to compartments.
fisherman; quality delights the ang cases may be easily strapped on to
an automobile luggage carrier, with,
ler.
Another dress suit
There is no objection to the mere rubber cover.
fish, getter filling his boat with fish case n the body of the car contains
es, with or without tackle, but as clothing necessary for an outing, or
the jockey is separated from
tbe camping trip, and is most conven
sportsman rider and the sailor from ient when it contains the sets of
the yachtsman, so should the quanti pockets for each needed article.
An old stove grate, a long-handled
ty angler be considered in contrast
wire broiler, a hinged wooden table
ing spheres.
with
“ What a man brings home in his in four sections, lap tables
heart after fishing is of more accoun depressions to hold plate, cup, knife
con
than what he brings in thus basket,” and fork and spoon, are all
venient accessories on
picnic or
says W. J. Long.
“ Anglers' encourage the adoption of camping trip.
angling methods,”
says Dr. Van
On long trips lightness of baggage
Dyke, “ which make the wholesale is the first essential, but on short
slaughter of fishes impossible
and trips many luxuries may be enjoyincrease the sport o f taking a fair o l, which of course add to the work
of carrying while lessening the dis
number in a fair w;ay.”
some
As ohivralic single-missile bow and tress felt over the lack o f
arrow exercise dignifies archery from treasured accessory.
bunch-arrow work In war, so
tbe
gentle use of refined tackle dignifies FISH IN G P A R T Y C A U S E S A FIRE
angling above mere fish getting. Tra
BY C A R E L E S S N E S S .
shooting is delightful, and more birds
are killed than the gunner would bag
Augusta, Me., August 25.— State
in marsh and meadow, but is trap Forest Commissi omen Frank E. Mace
shooting therefore more “ good” than is in receipt of a report o f a fire oc
game shooting in the glorious fields curring at South Easton, in Aroos
and forests?
No, sir; and though took county, during the early part of
the hand-liner may honestly take half August.
The cause of this fire was
the ocean’s yield, still his
pursuit through the carelessness of a fishing
and his catch cannot equal and can party, who had been camping in that
not be legitimately coanpared to tbe* section and who lid not extinguish
code and the creel of tbe competent their -fire when leaving the woods.
angler,
The fire was discovered by one of
Charles Bradford.
tbe fire wardens in time to prevent
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any serious loss of timber. Had the
season, been an exceedingly dry one,
however, there might have been ser
ious damage done.
There have been
very few fires, doing any amount of
damage, during the present season,
which is due in a large measure to
the very efficient fire patrol which
Commissioner Mace has established
in the state, as well as to the aniciunt of wet weather we have had
during the present spring and sum
mer.
The large number of vacationists,
who come to tills state during the
summer and fall, would do well to
abide by Section 56 of Chapter 7
of the Revised Statutes, which places
a fine of $100, together with one
month’s imprisonment, as the pen
alty for breaking camp without to
tally extinguishing camp fires. Many
of the serious fires in the Maine
forests in the past have been brought
about through the carelessness of
campers in leaving fires smouldering
when leaving camp; and prosecutions
have been too few in dealing with
these offenders.
Our forests should
be preserved and every person en
tering the Maine woods should take
care that a fire does not start through
his carelessness, either through the
dropping of a spark from a pipe or
by not extinguishing a match before
dropping it in the underbrush or by
not watching any fire started for
camp purposes.
P A R T Y E N JO Y S M O O N L IG H T SAIL
(Continued from page three)
delphia, accompanied by Henry J,
Scott, ^ well-known lawyer from the
same city arrived to-day.
Mrs. A. S. Perham and friend, Mrs.
Alice T. Homer of Portland,
Mrs.
Etta Rhett c f Washington, D. C.,
are here to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Duckett of Brook
lyn, N. Y., have been here several
days this week.
Ohas. F. Cotter of Lynn,
Mass.,
was here with his family for the
week-end, and there never was a
happier family of children than they
are.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Holman of
Fairfield, Conn., who are in the cot
tage on the Point came Saturday for
several weeks.
The following party
from North Anson for
Messrs. C. T. Rogers,
A. F. Rogers, George
C. Wing.

motored over
the week-end:
J. G. Rogers,
Cole and Earl

Every camp and all the rooms in
the main heuse have been taken
since the first of August, for more
guests have been entertained
this
summer thai^ ever before at Mingo.
There will be a full house until after
September first and several parties
•have engaged moms for the last
month in the season.
Wednesday evening a fire was built
on the rocks by the lake side and a
jolly good time the* young people had
as each with a l.opg stick sat by
the fire and toaated marshmallows
and told stories.
Forts Have Listening Galleries.
Around the foundations of British
forts are broad circular galleries, well
ventilated and fitted with electric
light. They are called “ listening gal
leries,'’ because in time of siege, they
are guarded by relays of expert lis
teners, who keep their ears pricked
up for the pick and shovel of th*
enemy.

Yon like to; go

Hunting
Trapping

Then
rarely yon enjoy Ul* fa*
ttonal Rpartsmau Magazine with it*

180 richly illustrated pages, full to
Overflowing with interesting itorlei
;nnd valuable Information about
guns, flsnlng tackle, camp-outfits—
the best places to go for fish and
game,t and a thousand and one
valuable “ How to" hints foi
Sportsmen. The national Sportstn is Just like a big camp-fire In
the woods where thousands of
g ood fellows gather once a
month and epln atirring vnros
about their experiences
with rod,dog.rtfls and
run. All this for 15c
- copy or *1.00 for
lwhole yeuf w ith

watch fob.

Special Offer

Sportsman and

.

Wo wiUtendyou
FREE ol Charge

..— j of onr handsome
Ommlo Gold wateh fobe

leather .trap

gold p U t e f e ^ ^ 1^

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
231 Columbus A v e .,

Boston, Mass'.

MAINE

WO OD S,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , S E P T E M B E R 2, 1915.

W. E. T., Manville, R. I.
Is there any law prohibiting the
use of a rifle (25-20) for target and
hunting purposes in the
State of
Rhode Island?
I was told that a
bill was brought up which if passed
would keep all rifles out of the
woods.
Ans. The game law's of Rhode
Island do not bar the use of a rifle
for target or hunting purposes.

of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jenkins,
This is a most beautiful place to
who very hospitably entertained us, secure rest and recreation.
The
showing the party through the build place is modern in every way, firstings, the many specimens of
the class cccmodations, green truck of
hunter’s prize, the moose, and many all kinds grown in thieir own gar
fine enlarged photos of salmon that dens, excellent food prepared by an
had been landed from tbe salmon experienced cook, the finest spring
pool opposite the lodge, owned by water to be found anywhere, plenty
the sam© proprietor.
The respect of milk and cream, and in fact
ive weight of each fish was printed everything that a persen may ask
on each enlargement, and they varied for.
They also own a large motor
from 18V2 to 28 pounds.
car for their own use and in the con
D. B. L., Hot Springs, Ark.
Across th e river from this resort veying of s.portg to and from . their
Please classify as to penetration, is a beautiful island which is said to lodge.
killing power and range the .303, .22 contain about 35 acres of rich farm
T.heir rates are $7.50 per clay,
H. P. and 30-30 rifles.
Are they all ing land, and belongs to the owner which includes board, guide, boat,
powerful enough for deer?
of the lodge.
and everything needed on a hunting
Muzzle velocity of the .303 1952
This is certainly a
The proprietor of the above named or fishing trip.
ft. seconds, Muzzle energy 1658 ft.
resort makes 'two trips yearly to great place to go on a vacation,
lbs.
Range for accuracy 500 to 700
this famous hunting and fishing par as these people are capable of
yds.
30-30, Muzzle velocity 2020 ft.
adise, coming in the month of July making you feel at home; very kind
secs., Muzzle energy 1540 ft. lbs.,
for the salmon fishing and again in and hospitable, and always paring for
TW IS TIN G T H E B U LL E T.
gauge shotgun, full chcke or other
Range for acuracy 500 to 700 yds. |
the wants of others, and we can re
October for hunting big game.
wise, any standard factory
loaded
Muzzle velocity
There seems to be seme confusion she'll from the solid ball load down* to .22 High Power.
After being shown around the commend them to give anyone who
as to just what is the object of the the smallest shot may be used with 2700 ft. seconds, Muzzle energy 1132 many places of interest at this lodge may go there the best time of their
ft. Ib®.
Range for accuracy 300 to
rifling in ti e barrels of firearms. An out harming the barrel.
life.
We deeply appreciate their
500
yds.
The range for accuracy by Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins, who were kindness and hospitality shown to us
impression previals that the quicker
2 . I would like to ask about re
represents the greatest range at very kind and willing to answer any while at their place, and sincerely
the twist the more accurate the rifle. volver sircoting.
Do you call this
which these cartridges will make a inquiries that a stranger to that land hope that we may have the pleasure
There is no foundation for this be good shooting?
I shoot a Colts .22
Respectable shewing on the Military might make, we decided to visit the of visiting them again at some
lief.
W’th 6-inah barrel, side break and in
Standard BulHseye.
The first two famous sportsmen’s lodge, owned future time. .
The object o! cutting spiral grooves a gallery I can break four or five
by Ogilvy brothers.
into the smooth bore cf the barrel L f tjiege small celluloid bails
they are certainly powerful enough for
On our reurn from this place, we
Arriving there we were introduced
deer.
is to rotate the bullet -o that it will j have in the water fountain out of
to the three brothers, also their partook of a sumptous dinner at *
travel point first.
Sportsmen
all |six shots, or break the pipes
tire
father and. sister, and was promptly Mr. Johnson’s, and each one did
J. E. J., Col on a, Colo.
know this, but they don t seem to >same way.
Do you think with pracinvited to feel at home.
After a ample justice to themselves in this
Will
you
tell
me
the
name
of
rcalize that a bullet Spinning t o o ! tice j cou!(1 make a good sllot?
Dinner being over, .we
rest
of
a
few
minutes
we
were respect.
Hie powder that is used in the 25.35
fast is inaccurate jus-t as the one
Ans. You evidently know how to
rested a short time, after which we
escorted
about
the
place
by
the
factory loaded cartridges, also the
which spins too slowly.
hold a revolver and I would suggest
started on our return down the river.
amount that is required for standard senior brother, Henry, who very
Each different rifle and revolver that you do your practicing cn a tarWe are indebted to Mr. and Mrs.
kindly
gave
us
a
complete
history
bullet must have a rate of
twist |
wkere ycu can see •the result loads?
Johnson for * their kindness and
Ans.The 25.35 is loaded by tbe of the resort; how they had settled
suited to its own partic ular weight, j cf every shot.
‘‘Practice
makes
cleverness, and assure them that it
there
and
built
the
main
ledge,
to
various ammunition companies with
length, and general
specifications ; perfect>» you know,
Mr.
gether with twenty Three
sporting will linger in our memories.
in the neighborhood of 22 grains of
which of course includes the speed
Johnson is the Post Master at this
camps
scattered
through
the
forest,
Duipont Military No. 20 or 18 grains
at which it is to travel.
j B. H. B., Rochester, N. Y.
in the best hunting and fishing lo place, which is Oxbow, Victoria Co.,
This is the load re
Another very popular belief is that
It was with pleasure that I noted of lightning.
calities that were possible to be lo !N. B.
the deeper the rifling the longer the the eclumfts devoted to “ Target Tips commended by the manufacturers of cated.
At this main lodge, was a
Leaving their place we autoed to
barrel will wear.
As a matter o f & Hunting Helps” and sincerely hope the powder to obtain standard result fox ranch, and we were taken the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ellbridge
fact if the rifling is tco deep it is this will be a
permanent feature, with the metaL jacketed bullets.
through it and to us was explained Everett, where we were invited
difficult to properly clean tie corn- Will you kindly answer the follow*the system of this industry.
This to take supper. After being shown
ers of the grooves and Old Man Cor- irg questsions in next issue:
ranch contains a black fox that was around his farm, and along the bank
rosion and his grown up son, Rust, j 1. Are the Krag carbines mere
valued at $8,000, also a pair of silver of the river where some snap-shots
make the mest of the golden oppor- ! accurate at from 200 to 600 yds. than
gray and black crosses, valued at were taken, we then returned to the
tunity.
Also, the lands (the spaces 1the Krag rifle?
$5,000, while in addition to these house where a bounteous supper abetween the grooves) wear quickly j Ans. The Yvrag Carbine is no
were a number of red foxes.
On an waited us.
After spending some
when they cut too deeply into tihe Imore accurate at 200 to 600 yds.
island some three miles up the river time in pleasant conversation with
bullet.
On the other hand if the than the Krag rifle.
If there is
was located another ranch contain them we decided it was time for us
rifling is too shallow the
bullets any difference it would be in favor
ing 32 foxes, under the same manage to Mart homeward.
strip through without rotating at all of the Krag rifle as the difference
ment.
We were told that a com
At 6.30 we left their home on our
when the barrel becomes worn. As between sights is greater and it
pany
owned
these
foxes
and
that
Mr.
return
to Aroostook and it being a
Leaving Fort Fairfield
Saturday
in most things, a happy medium is would have a slightly greater velocevening, July 24, at about 7 o'clock Ogilvy was the manager of it, and beautiful evening I assure you that
best.
-'ty which would make the wind cor
We
in a Regal touring car, we arrived at that he also was one of the direct the ride was something grand.
rections less.
This difference, how
ors in the company.
returned by the way of Red Rapids,
Andover,
N.
B.,
about
7.40,
and
B. D. C., Oyster Bay, L. I.
ever, would be so slight for all prac
There were eleven sportsmen reg alcng down the river, through what
Will you kindly let me know by tical purposes, that one is as ac after having the auto entered in the istered at this resort for that day, is called the “Gulch,” into Perth, aCustcm Officer’s hooks,
we then
what means a person would have to curate as the other.
proceeded across the St. John river all being out to the different camps, cross to Andover and thence to Ft.
take in order to take a Ross rifle
2.
What combination cf sights
where the brook and lake fishing Fairfield, arriving there at about
into Canada on a gunning trip from would be an improvement over the to Perth, and from there up the To was to be enjoyed.
10.30 p. m.
bique
river.
Tlhe
evening
was
one
the United States and would he be regulation sights with which the
The wreek previous to our trip to
To those contemplating an auto
of
the
best
for
autcing
and
the
ride
liable to have trouble in bringing Krag carbine is fitted?
this
lodge,
a
notable
guest
had
trip,
we would suggest that they
was indeed beautiful.
For a num
the rifle back into the United States?
Ans. Almost anything would be
spent two weeks there, the person take this trip.
The scenery along
her
of
miles
the
autoist
in
taking
Ans. Anyone going abroad.cr out an improvement over the regular
being Newton Newkirk, editor of this beautiful river is said by those
this
trip
goes
through
a
wooded
o f this country, taking with them s,ght.
However, if your members
the National Sportsman, and also who have been there, to surpass that
goods of foreign make such as cam expect to shoot in any of the match country until he comes to the bridge one of the staff editers of the Bos
of the famous Hudson river.
across
what
is
called
“
The
Narrows,”
eras, rifles, etc., will have no trouble es cf the N. R. A., it would be nec
ton
Post.
Mr.
Newkirk
was
there
At Plaster Rock, 28 miles above
if they register them with the cus essary to use the regulation sights. 1 and from there up to the “ Forks,” on a business and pleasure trip com
Perth, is to be found one of the
some
60
miles
beyond,
the
highway
toms officials here before leaving. understand that the Lyman Company
runs along the beautiful and scenic bined, part of the time enjoying the largest and best equipped saw mills
Bring your rifle into the city and manufature a receiver peep
sighit
life of a sportsman, the rest of the in the Province.
It is owned by
Tobique
river.
take it to the custom house and which can be fitted to the Springtime being spent in securing mater the Frazer Lumber Co., who
also
We
arrived
at
the
farm
home
of
they will issue a certificate showing field.
As to whether it is also aial
and
data
for
his
well
known
mag
have
mills
at
other
places.
It
is
a
that you are taking the arm from dapted to the Krag, I do not know*. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Johnson, at azine.
^ very pretty little village, has a public
Oxbow*,
about
12.40
p.
m.,
and
after
this country and they wall permit you I would suggest that ycu drop them
Mr. Newkjrk was guided on this play ground for children,
fine
awakening them from their peaceful
to bring it back again without trou a line.
It is rather an expensive
trip by Henry Ogilvy, and they cer churches and residences, and locat
slumbers,
we
were
received
into
their
ble.
s:ghlt, however.
hospitable he me and there we re tainly encountered many interesting ed cn both sides c f the river. The
C. A. S., Clinton, Iowa.
mained for the night.
At
about experiences, one of wfhdcfh. was told Canadian Pacific Railroad runs this
W. I. M., Garden City, Kars.
1.
I have a 12 gauge shotgun that 1. Can you give any way of re eight o’clock Sunday morning we to the writer by Mr. Ogilvy, as foil- far only, and has a good passenger
Cm returning from their trip and freight service.
is a taper ehoke bore. I have been moving braes rods frem a .22 breakfasted, arid 'to say we all had lows:
The Tobique Salmon Club has its
told that if I use anything
larger calibre rifle which have been driven good appetites is putting the state up the river, and but a Short dis
they headquarters farther up the river,
than 5 or smaller than 7 it will In from both ends of the barrel. A ment very mildly.
After all had tance from the main ledge,
blow the muzzle off.
Is there any trass wire brush was lodged in the satisfied their appetites we decided noticed a cow moose and calf on and is made up of American and
They have a
thing to it or not?
MU’,at do you barrel, and in trying to remove it by to take a short walk to one of the the shore of the opposite bank, and Canadian sportsmen.
Newton being anxious to secure a beautiful set of buildings, and no
think of tie taper choke bore?
driving it through with a brass rod many sporting lodges along the
Ans. There is no such thing as it became fast and a rod was driven river.
We soon arrived at what is snap-shot at them instructed Mr. Cgil means have been spared to make
to everything pleasant and enjoyable
real taper choke bore, and even if in the other end. *
called Oxbow Lodge, owned by a vy to paddle the canoe across
where
they
were.
Well,
when,
they
for its members.
there were,Nit would have no dholtAns. It looks as though the own stock broker of New York, and un
had gone about the distance
they
The Tobique river is world-famous
ing effect, as the choke depends for er of the rifle had fixed it
der
the
supervision
through
the
year
for
intended something happened. The for its hunting and fishing, some of
i‘ s effect on the jamming together of keeps.
The only thing I
could
cow made a rush for the boat just as the finest specimens of Moose and
the shot just as they leave the muz suggest would be to clamip the pro
the camera clicked and for a time Caribou to he found, come frem
zle.
With any standard make of 12 truding end of tlhe brass red in a
there was wild excitement.
After this noted place,
Salmon fishing is
vice and draw out the rod by fasten
the smoke had cleared away they also a very popular sport there and
ing a block and tackle to the banrel.
succeeded in getting started again some of the finest salmon to be had
This is a rather heroic measure, but
for home, which was soon reached, are taken from the different pools
1‘ do net know of any other way to
Do as this M other did
and I assure you dear reader that along this river.
If you can get both pieces
Frail, weak children need watchful ao it.
they were very glad indeed
when class accommodations, green truck of
care. If your child is .sickly, it needs of brass rod out, and nothing re
they seated themselves in the large almost any brook you come to, be
good care more than coddling. Give mains hut the bruslh jammed in, this
morris chairs in the main room of cause they are more strict in enforc
lots of nourishing food, keep the child might possibly be removed by using
outdoors as much as possible, and see
the lodge.
ing the laws in this respect there
that all the habits are regular. “ L. F.” the following formula, which should
All who have read Mr. Newkirk’s than they are here. . No one is al
Atwood’s Medicine does frail children be left fn for about one and onewritings are aware of the fact that lowed; to fish on Sunday there, and
a world of good. It is good for con- half hours.
he is an artist, as well as a writer if anyone is found violating the law
Opposite State House, Boston, M ass.
stipated bowels, helps along the appeAm(mollium oarbonSe, 200 grs.
tite, acts as a tome and improves the
’
b
and if ycu will s e c u r e a copy of the he is punished by a heavy fine.
I
Offers
room
with
hot
ard
Ammonium Hydrate,
6 oz.
general health. This mother says so:
cold water.for $ 1.00 per day
National Sportsman yon will soon was told that in this way tihe fish
Distilled water.
4 oz.
Spruce Head, Maine.
and up, which includes free
ing privileges were not abused as
see Ms drawings.
I have used “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
use of public shower baths.
As soon as he had rested some much, as they are here, as people
ever since I was a little girl. I have a family I. H., Salina, Kansas.
of small children now and keep it in the house
Nothing to Equal This in New England
what he secured a box cover and know the penalty and do not violate
1 . Which cartridge has the flatter
all the time. I think it a very good medicine
fdr children or older people.
pencil and made a drawing true to the laws.
trajectory at 100 yds., tine 32.20 or
Rooms with private baths
M#s. G haoie A l l e n .
for $1.50 per day and up;
1 am sure I would like to take
the .38 S. & W. Special?
Which
life of what had taken place as I
suites of two rooms and bath
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest would be the better calibre for a re
have related above.
I was shown the trip over again, and at some
for $4.00 per day and up.
store, or write today for a free sample. volver?
the drawling and it certainly
was future date I hope to be in a posit
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF well worth looking at. It reminded ion to enject more of this beautiful
Ans. The 32.20 would undoubtedly
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
we will send one of our Needle Books with a
me. of a story without words, and country, which is rightly termed the
good assortment of high grade needles, useful l ave a flatter trajectory, but for re
Send for Booklet
in every family.
truly signified that something out of “ Sportsman's Paradise.” —W. S. C.
volver use I would certainly recom
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
“L. F.” MEDICINE C O .,
Portland, Me. mend the .38 S. & W. Special.
in Mars Hill View.
the ordinary had happened.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

AUTOMOBILE TRIP
UP THE TOPIQUE

IF WORRIED ABOUT YOUR GHILD

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

MAINE

WOODS,
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Where To Go In Maine

week. ,
RESUME DUTIES
Thursday afternoon at the ohurcli
GOOD RACES AND
vestry a demonstration of Wear E ,er
AS MATRON Aluminum was given by Mr. MasterGOOD BALL GAME

Lake Parlin House and Gamps

Farmington Horses Carry off the Miss. Quimby Entertains in Honor was served at the close. The pro

bShf, griddle cakes, cake and coffee

ceeds were for the benefit o f the
Ladies’ Aid.
Percy Dennison is at A. D. Tib
(Special Correspondence.)
The weathie^ was perfect on Satur
betts’ fer a few days.
Rangeley, August 31.—Mr. and Mrs.
day of last week and there
was a
Mrs. Walter Bush and daughter,
good attendance at the races at Glen Jacobs and children, Clyde and Margaret were at James Ross’ the
Toothaker Park which proved inter Thelma of New Vineyard were recent first o f the week.
esting.
In all three of the races guests o f Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Barrett.
Mrs. Eben Harnden was up from
F. C. Porter and H. Huntoon en .-amp last week, where she has been
Farmington
horses were the winners.
Jackm an , Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Pat Hand with Dr. J. H. Rollin as joyed an auto trip to Portland Sun spending a part of the summer.
driver did some good trotting, but day and returned by train Monday
Mr. and Mrs. George Watson re
OTTER POND CAM PS
for the night.
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish was not in good condition
turned to their home in Madison Sat
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
track, and came in for second mon
Mrs. G. W. Pickei, Mrs. Arbeth urday.
Their daughter, Miss Geor
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
RANGELEY, MAINE
ey.
His owner L. A. Worthley Wilocx and Miss Mona Loomis en gia who lias been quite ill is now
'
Caratunk, Me.
plans tp enter him in the races at joyed a week-end outing at Joe Tib
gaining steadily.
Skowliegan next week.
betts’ camps.
Mi&s Katherine Nice and members
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
The purse in each event was $100,
Miss Marjorie Oakes and
Miss of her family, who are at Kennebago
On Rangeley Lake.
The summary:
P I S H I N G
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile divided as usual.
Susie Tibbetts were at Kennebago for the vacation season called on
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HotiSe
AT
recently.
July 1 to Oct.
friends in town Thursday.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Free For All
J o h n < 2 a r v ille ’s G a m p s
Miss Nellie MeQuester, who has
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Miss Alice Parker of Phillips is
Beauty, d ia s. Dustin,
3 4 2 been visiting friends in town return t guest of Miss Marian Quimby.
Raugeiey, Maine.
at S p r in g L ake
3aimon, square tailed and lake trout. My camp3
Pat Hand, L. A. Worthley,
2
3 her home in Boston the latter
ed 2to
The horse shed recently purchased
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Phyllis D., D. Dchle,
1 1 1 part of the week.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, RANGELEY LAKES
by E. I. Herrick lias been moved to
purest of spring water and the table is first-cmss,
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite Dick Entertainer, Dr. E. E.
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Miss Helen Aldrich of Phillips is the back part of the store lot and
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria for free circular.
Russell,
4 3 4 the guest of her sister, Mrs. Daniel repairs are now being made cn it.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis. Maine.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
Time: .34%, 1.11, 1.46, 2.24y2, .35,
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. -McCard, Mr.
French.
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
1.10, 1.28%, 2.26%, .36, 1.12, 1.52,
Buckbeard roads only 2-12 milep. An ideal family
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Riddle
and
and
Mrs. Geo, Hoar, Dr. and Mrs.
IN THE RANGELEY REGION
summer resort. Telephone communications with
2.29.
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
daughter, Grace went to Monson by A. M. Ross, Mr. and -Mrs. Jesse Ross
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onereasonable. Address for full particulars,
half miles from the railroad and three-fourths
auto Sunday.
Mr. Riddle, accom Uid Everett, George Pillsbury, Rolla
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $15.00 per week;
panied by his father returned home Pillsbury and Austin Hinkley were at
2.28 Class
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
Mrs. Riddle ancl
little Phillips to attend the horse trot Sat
Fanny Etta, T. R. Luce, 2 1 3 1 2 Monday.
particulars address
B la k e sle e L a k e C a m p s
H E M O N S. B L A C K W E L L ,
Nan T v B. M. Lander,
4 4 2 2 3 daughter remain for a longer visit.
urday.
The family cf W. D. Quim
Dallai. Maine.
JOSEPH H. WHITE* Proprietor
Dr. J. M. Munyon was in town re by was also in Phillips to attend
Frank C., Frank Colburn, 1 2 1 4 1
A famous resort for anglers and hun
Billy B., F. C. Burrell,
3 3 4 3 4 cently calling on old acquaintances.
the ball game.
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and BILLY SOULE’S NEW GAMPS
Tim€ ; .35, 1.12, 1.49, 2.2614; .36,
John Russell’s family and
Mrs.
Miss Della Tibbetts and little sist
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
LAKE MILLMAGASSBTT
1.13, 1.49, 2.28; .37, 1.14, 1.50, 2.29; George Russell attended the Wing er are guests cf their aunt, Mrs.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
Maine.
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, .37%, 1.16, 1.50, 2.31; .37, 1.14, 1.50, reunion.
Lester Soule o f Chesterville.
Maine.
Miss Prudence M.
Richardson
2.30.
The Camp Fire Girls held a sale
leaves Saturday to assume her dut
of cake, candies, ice cream and flow
W E S T
E N D
THE ANTLERS GAMPS
ies as matron of Sturtevant
Hall,
2.35 Class
ers.
The proceeds will be used to
In the fam ous Jo Mary coun try offers a firstMiss Richardson
2 2 2 Hebrcn Academy.
class chance to go for Fishing, H unting or Just Rena, *H. Hatch,
wards
buying suits.
«
a Rest. It is an easy place to get to and has
1 1 1 is a graduate of Hebron 1900 and
First-Class accommodations. W e m ake a special Lola Braden-, Frank Colburn,
Miss
TJialie
Hoar
left
Wednesday
H. M. C ASTN E R ,
Prop’r. rate to summ er boarders. W rite for particulars. Echo, George D. Bangs,
4 3 3 took a course in Institutional Man
LEON E. POTTER,
agement at Simmons College. Miss morning for a visit with Miss Alice
Lady
Warwick,
Joseph
Portland,
Maine
NORCROSS.
M AINE
Richardson’s
many friends wish for Sweetser of Pownal.
Hanscoan,
3 4 4
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
George Pickens was in
Wilton
Time: .36, 1.13%, 1.52, 2.32%; .36} her much success in her new work.
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport •?
Saturday
to
spend
the
day
with
his
The
Frank
B.,
Stewart
house
has
1.13, 1.49, 2.29%; .38, 1.17%, 1.55,
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
father,
John
Pickens.
recently
been
painted
by
I.
W.
Mit
2.35.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Miss Bertha Russell has finished
chell and crew.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
work
at Dr. Colby’s.
Mrs.
T.
Freeman
Tibbetts
and
son,
C. E. Richards of Strong and R. L.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Mrs. Nettie Nash of Jackman is
just
across
the
cove
from
the
Walter,
who
have
been
spending
the
Kimball
had
charge
of
the
races.
American plan. Send for circular.
The starter was George F. Withee summer with relatives in South Fram visiting her mother, Mrs. Delia
Mountain View H ouser at the
of Madison and he was a good one. ingham, Mass., returned home Tues Oakes.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
outlet of Rangeley lake.
For
Carl Jones has finished work for
Judges, W. F. Hanscom, H. H. Lan day night.
Best Saimaa and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Clias.
Case and is now visiting liis
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. particulars, address
Miss
Marian
Quimby
entertained
der, Stratton; G. F. Withee, Madi
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.
son; timers, H. J. Bates, F.
M. friends Thursday evening in honor of uncle at New Sharon.
F. C. FOWLER,
W allace Carlton has purchased the
Richardson, Strong; R. L. Worthley, her cousin, Miss Wilhelm in a SkolThe first part of the even Guy Brooks house on Main St.
OQUOSSOC,
MAINE Farmington; J. F. Wither ell, Strat field.
THE ATTBAN LAKE CAMPS
The Sunday school of Quimby dis
ing was spent in a social game of
ton.
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing. ba*htrict
held a picnic at J. D. W. Quimwhist.
Later
the
company
enjoyed
ng and mountain climbing. Separate
all paities, with special accommodations forjSfhmby’s.
An interesting ball game was
a
musical
hour.
Refreshments
of
The
Ball
Game
lies. Sixteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing,
aud a never end o f rivers and streams.
ice cream and cake were served. played between the Indian Rock team
The
ball
game
between
Strong
and
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N
Other games
CAMPS, m ay com e to Holden’s Garage, one
Stratton proved interesting to the Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. and West Rangeleys.
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet
parties. Map and booklet o f m y territory on
fans.
Stratton held the lead until Ray Harnden, Miss Nellie MeQuester, and a fine time was enjoyed by all.
request.
Mis® Metcalf, superintendent of
the sixth when Strong came in and M*ss Lillian Webster, Miss Harriet
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman. Maine
nosed out a victory, holding the lead Skolfield, Miss Emma Russell, Miss the Central Maine General hospital,
Dr. Aaker Has Great Fishing at
to the end and winning- 8 to 6. The Marjorie Oakes, Miss Eugenie Eseley, Major and Mrg. Porter and daughters,
W ar or no war
purse was $25.
Following is
the Miss Muriel Hoar, Hayden Hunloon, Beatrice and Marguerite, Mr. and
Lake Webb, Weld
Pierce Pond Camps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
Russell, Mrs. Witliam, Miss Longley and Miss
line-up:
Strong:
Worthley,
rf., Howard Herrick, Mason
fishing. Best o f reference* furnished. Send
recent
Vance
Oakes.
A
fine
time
was
en Oldhamm of Auburn were
for circular. C. A . Spaulding. Caratunk. Me.
Richardson, p., Simpson, 3 b., W hit
Weld has been all agog recently
Miss Skolfield and her guests o f Dr. and Mrs. Colby.
ing, 1 b „ Toothaker, as., B. Whiting, joyed by all.
a result of the big catch of salmon If., Luce, of., Allen, 2 b., Witherell, mother went to Phillips for a short
Miss Emily Jones returned home
which Dr. Baker, a guest at the Map
Go to
to
Lewiston Wednesday after car
visit
before
returning
to
their
home
c.
Stratton:
Viles, 1 b., Freder
les, got recently.
BLAINE VILES’
ing for M.iss Georgia Watson, who
ick, 2 b., Fuller, p., French, c., Tay in San Diego, California.
The fish numbered 12. Two of them
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Mi&s Hildred Robertson is working is now stopping with her sister, Mrs.
lor, ss., Page, cf., Mayo, rf., TherHal Ellis.
Dead River,
Maine weighed 5 pounds each; two of them 4 rien, 3 b., E. Fuller, I f.
Two-base at the stone station.
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom  pound each and the others were smaller, hit, Simpson.
S. B McCard has been guiding at
Tihree-base
hit,
R
ich

but all good fish.
modations, Reasonable Prices.
See Who Wasn’t There.
Home run, French. First Grant’s the past ten days.
Special Sunday Dinners.
They were taken on the west shore ardson.
Elizabeth \\a® in the habit of mak
A party o f 20 wiere in town from
base
on
balls,
by
Fuller
1,
by
Rich
and quite near the cottage of Hon. H.
ing a regular morning call upon some
ardson 2 .
Struck out by Fuller 3, Kennebago the latter part of the
B. Austin.
friends, but some member of her fam
R oun d M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
week.
Some
members
cf
the
party
by
Richardson
5.
Left
on
bases,
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
ily always accompanied her.
The
R ound M ountain. Maine
Strong 3, Stratton 2. Sacrifice hits, walked the entire distance. . The morning she made her first trip alone
A SUNDAY FE A S T
Therrien, E. Fuller.
Stolen bases, remainder made part of the trip by $he spied the hostess leaving for
DE A D R IV E R REGION
Luce 2, Viles, Frederick, Fuller 2, auto.
downtown. She called to her several
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mis® Florence Hinkley of Phillips times, and when the woman heard her
French.
Double plays, Page to Fred
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
and she said, “ Well, if there isn’t Eliza/erick; Toothaker, unassisted; With- Js visiting the Misses Miriam
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Rumford, August 19.—Mi*. ELroy erell to Whiting to Alien.
beth!” and Elizabeth answered, “ Yes,
Passed Lucile Humtoon.
Section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. Hortom, machinist at a local paper
and just look who isn’t with me."
C.
C.
Murphy
and
mother,
Mrs.
ball, French.
Hit by pitcher, Viles.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
mill, is spending ihiis vacation at Inis
Earned runs, Strong 3, Stratton 3. Margaret Murphy are visiting rela
cottage on the shores of that mag Empires, Allen and McKenzie, Score- tives 4 Bangor and Dover.
They
nificent lake, Worthley.
Sunday the keeper, McKenzie.
made
the
trip
by
auto.
Time,
1
hr.
40
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
15th Mr. Foley in. response to invita min.
Miss Doris Haley is visiting at E.
R a n g eley L a k e s
tion over the wire from Mr. Horton
L. Haley’s.
R a n g eley ,
M aine
motored in haste to his picturesque H OR EYSEC K A C T S AS
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe attended
GUARD
o f 200 acres, situated on the north shore o f the
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. camping ground where all lined up to
the Strong campmeeting; also the’ upper
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part a swell shore dinner, consisting of
reunion of Mr. Rowe’s Regiment, the
(Continued from page one.;
ridge and duck hunting.
salmon and baked clams. The sal there was a dining car for
Rangeley Lakes
Before
the 17tli Maine at Togus, Me.
mon Wiere rare specimens taken from guards— 38 o f them iu all.
Two miles from
returning home they spent a few
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps Worthley in plain view of tlbe camp.
As the train came to a stop, faces days with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hig
Rangeley
Lake House.
The ideal place to spend your vaca As to the clams Mr. Foley did not pressed against the inside panes of gins at Winthnoip.
Frontage
on
the
Lake
o f half a mile, and com 
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor say natives or otherwise. The least glass in the windows, but not a
Dr. Mary Cushman of Farmington, mands
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec he says is Mr. Horton is a chef.
single guard could come outside and superintendent of Elementary Work
tion. Write for booklet.
Magnificent Views
His fellow spontisanen should feel leave his post.
If all of the guards for Franklin county visited the Ran
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine proud of him.
He is taking on good
of
the
Lake.
fine springs on the Estate.
are as stalwart as our friend Horey- geley Sunday school, also the schools Property fu lly Two
equipped as a farm, and includes
color out there, as (he gazes at the
at
Wilbur,
Quimby
and
Rangeley
seck they must make a formidable ar
the famous
VERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
lofty mountains all around.
As a
ray.
This is the second shipment Plantation and gave a short address
at
cook his equal cannot be found and
During her stay
of English wealth, to pass through at each school.
SPBCTACLE LAKE CAMPS
in his boat takes many a fleety ride.
Mr. she was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Q.
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated Yet Roy drinks only from the boiling Portland during August and
Terms reasonable. Address
Horeyseck was also one of the guards R. Rowe.
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and
spring
by
the
mountain
side.
references.
G. D. Hinkley and grandson, Ken F U R B IS H & H E R R IC K ,
on the former trip.
. Deer Hunters.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Propw,
neth have returned from
Hebron, RANGELEY,
MAINE
EU STIS.
MAINE
or
where they visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Suppressing Free Speech.
SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE
MOOSELOOKMEOUNTIC HOUSE
It is a happy fact that attempts to Hinkley.
MRS. L U C Y H . B O W D O IN
AND LOG CAMPS.
Mr. and Mrs. Chag. Adams and
Interfere
with freedom of speech al
WOODS AN D
READ A L L
Heart of the Rangeleys. Heat fishing region.
82 Washington Square
Jpecial June and September rates, Booklet.
ways produce a tremendous volume children o f Farmington visited at C.
T H E LOCAL NEWS.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
SALEM,
MASS.
of it.—New York Evening Post.
W. Barrett’s the latter part of tlie
A re delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius o f four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season T he house and
camps are new and have all m odern con ven 
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing autom obiling. etc.

Honors

of Her Cousin

YORK C A M P S ,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

HOTEL

FOR SALE

BIG SALMON TAKEN
BY THE DOZEN

FOR SALE
Beautiful Estate

“ Ross Point. ”

MAINE

THE TENTH
ANNUAL REUNION

W O OD S ,

PHILLIPS,

field; sugar shell and butter knife,
Ardine Kinney and Rev&lo Warren;
silver syrufr pitcher, J. L. Hammett,
Boston; sofa pillow cover, Mr. and
Mrs. Bonney Webber; framed picture,
Maylon, Leal cm and Erlon Grose; fan
cy plate, Thelma Sargent;
three
fancy plates and cake plate,
Mr.
and Mrs. Morrell W ing; plate, cup
and saucer, Mrs. John Kennedy; pick*
ie dish, Ida Storer; fruit dish., Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Sampson; coffee
percolator, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Park
er; fruit dish, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Sargent; cream pitcher, Roberta
Wing; cut glass hen bon dish,, Erma Sampson and Herman Weed;
glass fruit dish, Mrs. Cora Stinchfield; sugar bowl, Irene Wing; glass
candy dish, Glen-ton Thompson; vin
egar cruet, Bertha Grose; vase, Hortense Voter; water set, Mr.
and
Mrs. Geo. Thompson;
one dozen
tumblers, Henry Leighton; croquet
set, Almon Pease and Frank Adams;
silver cracker and cheese set, Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Seavey and Eugene'
Pease, Greenwood, Mass.; linen table
cloth, Hilclred Dyer; y2 dozen linen
napkins, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wing;
two linen tray cloths, Mr. and Mrs.
S. J. Sargent; guest towel,
Miss
Marion Sargent; bureau scarf, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Storer; bed spread,
Mr. and Mrs. John W ells;
table
spread and comb case, A lice, Sar
gent; % dozen teaspoons, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Dunham; one silver des
sert spoon, Linwood Beal; glass fruit
dish, Wilson Sargent; sofa
pillow
cover, Miss Hazel Sargent;
fancy
p-ate, Marcia Leavitt; pickle dish,
pair bed blankets, one quilt, three Lucile Storer; fruit dish, Edith Sar
pair pillow slips, Mr. and Mrs. Fred gent; linen table cloth, Mr. and Mrs.
Dyer; Vz dozen silver teaspoons, (Mr. S. S. Grose; bedspread, Mr. and
and Mrs. Ray Welts; silver sugar Mrs. Ernest Roberts, East Watershell and butter knife, Miss Ada boro, Me.; two Turkish Stand cloths,
Pease; silver berry spoon,
Agnes Arthur Pease, Lewiston; silver sug
Pease; silver gravy ladle, Mr. and ar shell and butter knife; Mr. and
Mrs. Ardene Pease; two
dessert Mrs. C. A. Sargent and family, North
spoons; Richard Raymond; two table Leominster, Mass.; Mexican centerspoons, Emmie Raymond; two silver piece, Miss Fern© Gould; one dol
table-spoons, bureau scarf, two bath lar, Mr. and Mrs. James Towle, Dov
towels, Vz dozen silver
teaspoons, er, N. H.; Ezra Wheeler, 50 cents;
Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wescott;
nut Basil Davenport, 50 cents;
crack and picks, Mr. and Mrs. Mil Hjnkley, 25 cents.

Mrs. John E. Bump and three child
ren, Erland, Alice and Beatrice of
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W.
Sweet and five boys, Gleason, Linwood, Victor, Alton and Robert of
Lewiston; C. C. Dow of Wayne, Cora
Old Schoolmates and Friends Meet Q. Dow of WaterviUe; Mr. and Mrs.
Diah Sweet and sen, Howard Oscar
Again.
: of Strong; M,r. and Mrs.
David
Richardson of Strong; Mrs. Lizzie M.
The 10lh annual reunion of the Austin and son, Wilbur of Holliston,
W ill’s Crossing High school associat Mass.; Mrs. Bertha Hunter and two
ion of Avon, was held at Maple boys, Roland and Kenneth of Strong
Grove coa Wednesday, August 25. 2 and the following from the neighbor
The morning was unfavorable foy hood, all of Avon:
Mr. and Mrs.
a large attendance, but by 10.30 in Timothy Sweet, Dana W. Sweet, Mrs.
the forenoon quite a company
of C'. W. Cook, Mr. an-d Mirs. Geo. Ham
the neighbors and friends had ar lin, Mary Sprague, Mr. and Mrs.
rived, and when dinner was
an Wan. H. Will and son, Donald, Mr.
nounced (whidh had been served on and Mrs. Geo. M. Will, Mr. and Mrs.
a long table in the grcve) it was Geo. Wilbur and daughter, Altie
found that 47 persons were in at and granddaughter Ruth, Mrs. Cor
tendance.
Although
the thunder delia Wilbur, Geo. B. Wilbur, Olarcould be plainly heard, the rain ! ence Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Nor
held off until ample justice had been ton and son Geo. Roy,
Daisy
B.
done to the fine dinner, and the Wilbur.
dishes had been cleared away, then
all were invited to the barn, where, M A N Y GIFTS L E F T W I T H
MR.
with the rain beating on the roof
AND MRS. PEASE.
and the flashes c f lightning,
and
the loud reports of thunder as an
The wedding reception of Mr. and
accompaniment, the
entertainment Mrs. Alton Pease was at the home
and the business meeting were held, of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wing.
remarks, etc., from both old and Music was furnished by Carl! Whorff,
young, interspersed with music
on violin, and Frank Stewart,
piano.
the g raphe-phone.
A jolly
good Ice cream, cake and cigars
were
time was enjoyed by all for
an passed.
A good time was enjoyed
hour and a half.
When all
was and many thanks are given to all
over the rain had cea-sed, and after for the following gifts:
Forty-two
a time spent in sociability, all left piece dinner set, % dozen
silver
for their homes voting this one c f knives and forks, Mrs Emma Ray
the best reunions ever.
mond; cak rocker, Geo. Sargent; two
The officers elected for the en
suing year were:
President, John
E. Bump of Portland; Vice Pres.,
Henry Hamlin, Avon;
S«c. and
Treas., Mary K. Will, Avon; Execut
ive Com., D. W. Sweet, Grace
M.
Will of Av«n and Bertha Hunter of
Strong.
It was voted to hold the
next reunion on tile last Wednesday
of August, 1916.
Those pre-sent were:
Mr.
and
E. G. H U D SO N ’S S T A T E M E N T .
E. G. Hudson, merchant of Cliamblee, Ga., says Foley Cathartic Tab
lets are the “ best on earth’ ’ for a
thorough cleansing movement of the
bowels without the slightest incon
venience or sickening and no bad
effects.
T-hey certainly do relieve
indigestion or constipation
quickly
and liven up the liver.
They make
you feel light, free and energetic.
Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
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ford Dunham; two silver dessert
spoons, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Stinch
Sleeplessness. You can’t sleep in
the stillest night, if your digestion is
bad.
Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—it
strengthens the stomach and estab
lishes that condition in which sleep
regularly comes and is sweet and
1refreshing.

NEW LOT OF STATIONERY
AND ACCOUNT BOOKS
JUST IN.
12 Initial Correspondence Cards
12 Initial Sheets Paper
12 Envelopes

For 25c.
Scotland Linen, in colors, the latest thing, 25c a box.
Linen Paper in bulk, 25c a pound.
to match.

Envelopes

Ledgers, Journals, Note Books, Day Books,
Account Books, in fact everything in this line.

We carry the only complete line
o f Account Books in town.

9

and father, besides many other rela
tives and friends.
All who knew
her loved little Myrtle.
We know
that thou art safe at rest, from
sorrow ever free; and yet we can
not give thee up, our 'hearts still
cling to thee.
Funeral
services
were held at the home of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harnden Friday, August 20, Miss Lillian
Leathers speaking words of comfort
to the bereaved ones. C. F. Chand
ler was funeral director. The hear
ers were, Lee VLolette, Otto Haley,
Clarence Sedgeley and Clifford Wing.
There were many beautiful flowers
of which the following is a list: An
na Beal, two bouquets, asters and
snapdragons; Mrs. Lee Ross,
two
bouquets, asters and ten weeks
stocks; Cony Hoyt, pansies; Mrs. O.
A. Badger, sweet peas; Pearl Bubior, hollyhock pillow, gold band lil
ies, and three bouquets, pinks, phlox
and dahlias; Mr. and Mrs. O. M.
Vose, eighteen ro,se buds; Mrs. Rach
el Berry, large bouquet sweet peas;
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hewey, pillow
with “ M.’’ in center; Mr. and Mrs.
Carlton Haggan, pillow with “ Baby”
and one dozen white carnations;
Mr. and Mrs. Morrill Wing,
five
bouquets dahlias, sweet peas, pinks,
nasturtiums and candytuft; Mr. and
Mrs. Bion Wing, wreath of pansies;
Mrs. Ada Field, sweet peas and dah
lias; Mrs. Grace Sedgeley,
mixed
bouquet; Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Wing,
mixed bouquet; Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Harnden, mixed bouquet; Mrs. Helen
Toothiaker and Mrs. Gertrude Hew
ey, each mixed bouquets; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Harnden and family and
Mrs. Ida Davenport, broken
circle
wreath of twelve carnation pinks and
one bud.
This little bud so young and fair
Called forth by early doom,
Just came to show frow sweet
flower
In Paradise could bloom.

CLEANSE THE BLOOD
AND _AV0ID DISEASE
When your blood is impure, weak,
thin and debilitated, your system
becomes susceptible to any or all
diseases.
Put your blood in good condition.
H ood's Sarsaparilla acts directly
and peculiarly on the blood—it puri
fies, enriches and revitalizes it and
builds up the whole system.
H ood's Sarsaparilla has stood the
test o f forty years,
Get it today.
It is sure to help you.

matches were held: Potato
race,
for girls under twelve, was won by
Marie Vose and Sadie Anderson.
Potato race for boys, 1st Asa Small;
25 yd. race for little girls, Louiza
Riggs; 50 yd. race for little girls,
Marjorie Winter; 50 yd. dash foir
young men, Oloyd Small first, Tom
Barnes second; 50 yd. for boys Asa
Small.
Because only cue lady was
found to enter the race for married
ladies it was forfeited to Mrs. Happie Simmons; 50 yd. dash for boys
under twelve won by Georgie Wint
er;
sack race, Charlie Dolbier;
three legged race, Vance Wilber and
Charlie Dolbier; sack race for little
girls, Gladys Eldridge; 220 yd. dasih,
Charlie Dolbier; 100 yd. dash for
boys under twelve, Georgie Winter;
young ladies race, Dorothy Emmons;
married men’s race Dr. Everett Win
ter, 2nd G. H. Winter, 3rd Dr. E.
L. Simmons.
A second race for
married ladies was won by Effie
HutcQiins, 2nd Chan sene tta Emmons,
3rd Lizzie Wilkins; 440 yd. dash was
won by Leonard Riggs; 100 yd. dash
for girls, Gladys Eldridge; high; jump,
Arthur French and David Post. The
picnic ended with a tug of war. All
went home rejoicing, having enjoyed
the best picnic in years.
Thanks
are due Mr. E. C. Williamson
for
a
the use of his house and grounds.

RUSSELL’ S MILLS

\ ■■■■
■■■in
E’re sin could harm cr sorrow fade
Death came in friendly care;
August 30.
The opening bud to Heaven conveyed
Mrs. Mary Ann Mills of
Salem
And bade it blossom there.
spent last week at J. C. Leadbet*!
ter’s.
WEST FARMINGTON
Baby thou art gone forever,
Arthur E. Thompson, and family
Thou whom we did love so well,
spent the day at A. B. Larcomb’s,
August 29.
Porter hill, last week.
Wilson Hines and family visited at For our love for thee was greater
L. H. Dill and family visited his
Arthur Partridge’s last Sunday in Than our human hearts can tell.
parents, C. O. Dill and wife last
Strong.
Earnest Vining attended the
Po When for us shall come the summon week at Phillips.
mona Grange at New Vineyard and When we’re laid beneath the sod
J. B. Holly and wife of Fairbanks
from there he went to visit his sist We hope to meet our darling Myrtle called cn relatives at Russell’s MillsIn the mansions of our God.
er, Mrs. Wills.
last week.
Mrs. Bernard Vining’s
sisters,
Mrs. Carrie Staples of Alboireque,
Misses Mary and Martha, arrived in
New Mexico, is at E. L. Merchant’s.
town recently and are occupying
Dr. Clifford D. Holly, Detroit,
their new cottage home on the Vin
Mich., and father, Wan. Holly, who
ing farm, which has lately been built
lives on the Falls road called on
for' them.
The cottage is
very
their aunt, Mrs. Harriet Holly
on
handsome and convenient.
|
' The Sunday schools of the Free her 86th birthday.
Otto Whitney wiho has been stop Baptist and the Grace Universalist
Mrs. Blanche Pennock and daugh
ping at his mother’s, Mrs. N. E. Ran churches of Kingfiield united in a ters have returned to WaterviUe.
ger, has been suffering from an e-rand, good picnic the 18th, which
Mrs. Augustus Mitchell of Temple
ulcer on this ihiip.
was held at the Williamson farm o.n> is stopping with Mrs. Aaron Marden
S. R. Norton has a very fine the North New Portland read. Con for a few days.
p^'eoe o f sweet corn Mr.
Dingley veyance was furnished to and from
E. L. Merchant and family visited'
says,
the picnic for those who were unable relatives in Weld and. alsio attended
Mr. and Mrs. Francis visited their to walk.
1 ,
During the forenoon, a the Merchant reunion.
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Ellsworth last baseball game of several innings
Mrs. Ellen Thompson called
on
Sunday.
Mrs.
was enjoyed by the young people, her old friend and neighbor,
Hon. H. H. Rice and family of Bos ending in. a tie 4 to 4.
Meanwhile Mary Ann Mills at J. C. Leadbetter’s
ton called at S. R. Norton’s last Fri a marble hunt was in progress. For the first of the week.
day.
ti e, boys the first honor was won
Doris Hardy had an operation per by Kendrick Liblhy, 2nd Vance Wil
formed on her nose and threat by ber; for the girls 1st Ethel Boyce, NEWSPAPER MAN RECOMMENDS
IT.
Dr. Nichols, assisted by hlis son.
2nd Muriel French.
R. R. Wentworth of the St. James
Blackberries are very plenty. Hun
At noon a basket picnic was en (Mo.) News, writes:
“A
severe
dreds of quarts have been picked in joyed by nearly 125 people,
many cold settled in my lungs. I feared
one neighborhood and many
more coming from the village by auto
pneumonia.
Foliey’s Honey and Tar
will he wasted.
for the dinner alone,.
Lemonade straightened me up immediately. I
The Vining reunion will be held was served with the dinner.
recommend this genuine cough and
in the Grange hall at Strong, Sep
After the dinner a ball game was lung medicine.”
Right now thous
tember 2.
played between the boys and girls, ands of hay fever and asthma suf
Charles Norton and wife called the former winning, although, handi
ferers are thankful for this wonder
on S. R. Norton- last week.
capped by batting on the wrong side ful healing and soothing remedy.
There was a very pleasing gather and throwing left-handed. The bat
ing of the Buillen and Smith, famil teries were, for the girls, Laura Dol Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
ies at Walter Smith’s last Thurs bier . and Dorothy Emwioms, for the
day.
There were four generations boys, Vance Wilber and
Vaughan
represented.
The oldest was Har Huse.
Tihe game was called on ac
riet Bullen who is 76 years eld and count cf darkness? ? ?
LEWISTON
A second
the youngest but'a few months old. game between teams composed of
The forenoon was spent in sociabil four girls and five boys was next on
ity and at neon a bountiful picnic the program.
Laura Dolbieir’s team The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
dinner was enjoyed, after which, vocal won 3 to 2.
LAKES RAILROAD
and instrumental music was enjoy
After the hall games the following
will sell round trip tickets from
ed, also selections on the graphotheir several stations as follows:
pbon.e.
There were 50 present.
MANY COMPLAINTS HEARD.
Children
Adults
$3.10
$1.55
This summer many persons are Bigelow,
O B ITU A R Y.
Carrabasset,
1.45
2.85
complaining of headache's,
lame Kingfiield,
1.30
2.60
backs, rheumatism, biliousness and Phillips,
M Y R T L E ROSEANNA HAGGAN
2.45
1.25
1.55
3.10
of being “ always tired.’’
Ache®, Rangeley,
Salem,
1 25
2.45
Myrtle Haggan, little daughter cf pains and ills caused by kidneys not Strong,
1.05
2.05
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Haggan, was doing their work yield quickly to
Tickets
on
sale
4th
to
9th
inThey help eborn August 5, 1914.
She
died Foley Kidney Pills.
elusive,
limited
for
return
the
•August 18, 1915 of spinal trouble, limination, give sound sleep and
13th.
Floyd
E.
aged one year and 13 days.
She make you feel tetter.
F. N. BEAL, General Manage
leaves to mourn her loss a mother Parker, Phillips, Me.

S. S. PICNIC
AT KINGFIELD

MAINE STATE FAIR

SUNDAY HOURS: 9 A. M. to 1 P. H.

S P. M. to 7.30 P. M.

THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. I B E A L B LO CK

The

P H IL L IP S, ME.

Store

Sept. 6 to 9, inclusive

MAINE

10

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,
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Roland Marsolais of
Worcester, children, four sons and four daugh
The following children
are
Mass., has been the guest of Rev. ters.
living:
J. Fred Skillings of KingSidney R. Esten for ten days.
Monday, the troup of Scouts camp field, Mrs. Milliard Moulton of Embed on Freeman Ridge, returning den, Mrs. John Engelburg of KingTuesday, while Scout Master
Mr. field and Mrs. Charles Pratt of East
Two brothers, Fred
Mr. Page Entertains at Supper— Esten and Mr. Marsolais walked on  New Portland.
Skillings of North Anson and Amos
to
Strong.
MjuilainClimbing Popular
A. Skillings of Bmbden;
a sister,
Mis-s Frances Hennigar of Portland
Mrs. Fred Cole of East New Port
at Present.
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Carrcill
land.
The funeral services
were
Lander.
held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o ’clock
(Special Correspondence.)
Mrs. Eaton of Brownfield is the at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Kingfield, August 28—Frank Noy.es guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. F.
John Engelburg.
Burial was in the
who has been working in Dixfield, and Thomas.
family lot at the North Anson cem
who lias been a member of the DixCloyd Small lias gone to Anson etery, Rev. M. S. Hutchins of Phil
field band, returned to Kingfield Valley to teach school, which com
lips officiating.
F. B. Hutchins,
Wednesday.
menced Monday, August 30.
Kingfield, was the undertaker.
Clifton Skillings is gaining.
H. R. McKenney, Wiseman MoKenG. A. Page and son, Charles Page ney, John Barcelow and
Oscar
have purchased a five passenger Moores; with Fred Hiscock of Far
TAYLOR HILL
touring ear of Dr. Russell of Far mington as- overseer are making ex
mington.
August 30.
tensive repair® on the railroad bridge
Professor Mansell, elarivoyant and including entire new woodwork.
Mrs. Dunstan and children,
also
It
medium, is boarding at Gurley’s Res- is expected that it will require five Mrs. May Kellogg and son, Nelson
taurant and lias an office at A. R. weeks to complete the job.
are spending a week at Porter Lake.
Brindley’s.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Nutting of
Quite a number from here attend
The Boy Scouts took a hike to
ed tlie horse trot at Phillips Satur Bar Harbor spent Sunday at their
Freeman Ridge Monday and retumfarm.
day.
pd Tuesday morning.
Bert Dickey is cutting the liny on
Monday, Herbert Vose and Alli
Ephraim McMullen, who is at
son Blackstock of Lawrence, Mass., the Dingley place.
the Hebron Sanatorium is gaining and Richard Porteous of Cambridge,
The people of Taylor Hill had
and he thinks that he will be able Mass., went to Caribou Valley fish
quite a fright last Friday when Gene
to return home soon.
ing, where they camped over night Dickey blew the fire alarm for help
Angie and Merle Berry of North
and brought out a good string of to save his mill.
The fire caught
New Portland were the guests of
trout the next day.
in
the
shavings
and
the blaze "soon
their aunt, Mrs. L. A. Wyman the
Sewall Potter and wife of Lowell, got quite a lieadAvay, but the men
first of the week.
Mass., were expected Saturday
by and women turned out and the fire
Claude McMullen has
returned
auto, bringing with them Annie was soon under control.
It spciltd
from Massachusetts, where he has
Crocker, who has been, visiting there two belts and did other small dam
been visiting.
since the first of July. •
age besides blacking up the
mill
Gladys Dyer, who lias been ill for
Richard Porteous sang between reel badly.
A word of praise should be
a long time, is now able to be out.
at the moving picture show at El- (spoken for Miss Doris and
Mary
Harold Safford has engaged the
dridge’s hall Saturday night.
Dickey, who so bravely carried wat
rent id the G. A. Page tenement on
Miss Helen Hammond of Lynn, er to help put out the fire without
upper Maple street, recently occup
I^ass., is stopping with Mrs. Mar a murmur of fear or fright.
ied by Roscoe Tufts, and will move
shall Thompson for a short time.
Neil Vaughan is helping Bert Dick
this week.
Cecil French and wife of Lynn, ey in getting the hay on the DingLilia Durrell is teaching in the
Mass., are stopping at A. C. Wood ley place.
Calden District, Phillips.
ard’s for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dingley of
Mrs. A. G. Winter entertained the
Clive Small cf Farmington Is visit
following at Orchardside
Tuesday:
Wesit Farmington were callers
at
ing his grandmothers, Mrs.
Selina
Dr. and Mrs. E. H.
Winter, Mrs.
Morton Vaughan’s recently.
Vose and Mrs. M. S. Small for a
Chansonetta Emmons and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter, who
few days.
Dorothy, Mrs. Lucinda Winter, Miss
have
been spending several
weeks
Emerson Blanchard and daughter cfl
Thelma French, and Mr. and Mrs.
Worcester, Mass., Annie Perry and at Porter lake have returned to
F. B. Hutchins.
children, Mrs. Davidson and Mrs. Mrs. Porter’s father’s, Mr. James
The following made the ascent of
Presson’s.
Bald Peak of the Mount Abraham' Lord were at Tufts Pond Thursday.
Ephraim Tootbaker has finished
Arthur
Wocdard,
wife
and
daugh
Range Thursday, camped over night
haying.
ter,
Wilma
and
Cecil
French,
wife
near the top of the Peak and return
ed Friday forenoon, Ruel Williams and Marie Merchant are occupying
was the guide:
Miss Bernice W il the Lander cottage at Tufts pond
FREEMAN CENTER
liamson, Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Winter, for a few days.
Mrs. F. J. D. Barnjum and family
Miss Thelma French, Currier Wey
August 30.
•were
at Madrid Thursday,
where
mouth, Phil Huse, Chansonetta. Em
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Weymouth of
they
visited
at
George
Bamjum’s.
mons and daughter Dorothy, Mr. BsLilia Durrell, who is teaching at California and son, Percy of Lynn,
ten.
’ '
West
Phillips spent the week-end at M a s s ., also Mr. and M t s . Seth New
Clifford Winter entertained
the
ton of Solon visited their brothers,
following at. the Davis cottage: Jessie .home.
U.
G. and F. M. Weymouth recently.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Soudan, Thomas Barnes, Edd Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Sedgeley and
Mrs.
George
Burke
Saturday,
August
and David Post of Birehwood, Brook
Mrs. E. R. Smith of Farming- daughter of Newton, Mass., are visit
lyn, N. Y., and Clifford Stevens of 21.
ing the former’s mother and brother,
ton
is
caring for Mrs. Burke.
town.
Mrs. Augusta Sedgeley and son, Ad
Sheriff
Small
and
County
Attorney
Dr. E. L. Pennell of Auburn, who
albert.
Thomas
Austin
of
Farmington
were
formerly was in practice in
this
Mrs. U. G.1 Weymouth and
son,
town was a visitor in town Thurs in town Wednesday on business.
W. W. Small, wife and little nep Carl are stopping at the Bradbury
day.
Merton M:oVoy is building
over hew, Tommy Voter of Farmington farm, North Freeman.
F. M. Weymouth, Miss Gelia and
visited Mr. Small’s mother, Mrs. El
the Wing mill telephone line.
Master Clinton Weymouth and Mr.
R. A. Williams of North
Anson len Small Sunday.
Arch McMullen and Mr. Smith ’N ewten of Solon made a business,
was in town Thursday.
Mr. Trickey of the Madison Furni were, home Tuesday from Madrid, trip to Augusta recently by automo
that bile.
ture Company was in town Wednes- where he cooks for a crew
School began here August
16th,
works for O. M. Vose.
day and Thursday.
Mrs. W. D. Page entertained the Miss Miriam Scheafer of Kingfield,
Currier Weymouth caught a 3V2
pound trout at Shiloh Pond Sunday. following at supper Monday evening teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Eustis
of
Bert Dolbier accompanied him and hi honor cf the 18th birthday of her
Winthrcp
recently
visited
the
latter’s
son,
Lel-and:
Philip
Porter,
Regi
landed the fish, which measured 20
inches in length.
The trout was nald Sch.eafer, Dale Potter, Claude parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wffl. Welch.
Ronald
taken on a white miller fly and is McMullen, Stantou Small,
Stevens
and
Roland
French.
Dur
the largest from any of the ponds
DID T H E OLD MAN GOOD.
ing the evening songs were inter
in town, this season.
Geo. W. Clough, of Prentiss, Mis®.,
Herbert Vase, Miss Caroline Vose, spersed with games.
is seventy-seven years old and had
John Skillings, a farmer, who has trouble with lids kidneys for many
Mis® Isabel Vose and Allison. Blackstock of Lawrence, Mass., Richard lived in town for six years, died cf years.
He writes that Foley Kid
his ney Pills did him much good.
Porteous of Cambridge, Mass., ail heart failure at the home of
He
summer visitors in Kingfield climbed daughter, Mrs. John Engelburg Sun used many remedies, but this is
Mr. Skillings has been the only one that ever helped him.
M+. Bigelow Thursday, making the as day evening.
cent from Dead River, the Parson’s in failing health, since last Mar chi. No man, young or old, can afford to
place whither they were taken by L. He was born in Dead River about 72 neglect symptoms of kidney trouble.
years ago. Forty-two years ago he Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
N. Wyman in Ms auto.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Hosftey . and married Esther Love of Dead River.
family have returned from a visit To this union there was bom one
Statement of the Condition of the ,
son, who died in infancy. His sec
at Keen’s Comer.
ond
wife
was
Desire
Towne
of
Con
Kingfield Savings Bank, Kingfield
Roscoe Tufts is boarding with,
cord.
To them were born
eight
Mrs. Kate Porter.
August 5, 1915.

CATCHES GOOD
FISH AT SHILOH

Robert Cunningham of Hancock,
Mas®., is visiting in town.

Bray Hill.
Philip Shepard of Portland is visa
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
August 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Iiinkley of Far Eugene Hinkley.
mington are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
SUSBCRIBE
N OW
FOR
M A IN E
Eugene Iiinkley for a week.
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
Mrs. George French of
Lowell
T H E L O C A L NEWS.
was a guest last week of Mrs. Gary
Nickerson.
Miss Vera and Bernard Hutchins
of Temple are visiting friends on

NORTH PHILLIPS

- t

T o the Honorable County Commis
sioners in and for the County of
Franklin and State of Maine.
We the undersigned, residents of
the said County of Franklin, and residenits o f Rangeley Plantation
and
Sandy River Plantation in said Coun
ty, respectfully represents that public
necessity and convenience no longer
require the maintenance of a public
highway as now existing and laid out
as follows:
Beginning at the cent
er of the road leading to Rangeley
village at a point northerly of the
residence now or formerly o f Zephyr
Raymond one hundred thirty feet
northerly of a fir tree spotted, situ
ated on the east side of the road, an
ending at the center o f the road at
a point fifty-six feet northerly from
the southeast corner of the residenc
now or formerly of H. M. Bemis and
fifty-eight feet southerly from the
northeast corner of said residence, al
of which said highway being and -ly
ing in said Rangeley Plantation and
said Sandy RiiveP Plantation;
and
that it will be for the public inter
est and benefit that said highway
be discontinued.
Wherefore your petitioners, as
dersigned, respectfully pray that
highway as above described be
continued and abolished.
Dated this 24th day of June,
D. 1915.
Sidney C. Harden and twenty
others.

KNOW

THEY

HAVE

AP

P EN D IC ITIS.

Many Phillips peotple have chronic
appendicitis (which is not very pain
ful) and think it is just bowed or
stomach trouble.
Some have doo
tored for years for gas on the stom
ach, sour stomach or
constipation
and E. H. Whitney states if they will
try simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
etc., as compounded in Adlier-i-ka, the
German appendicitis remedy,
they
will be surprised at the QUICK ben
efit.
A SINGLE DOSE stops these
troubles INSTANTLY.

STATE

$122,664 74
$

950 00
5,850 00
2,925 00
5.000 00
7,300 00
87,509 00
5.000 00
53.012 00
500 00
1.852 99
2,765 75

$122,664 74
J. E. Vernon, Bank Commissioner,

A.
one

OF

MAINE.

Franklin, ss.—Court of
County
Commissioners, April term, 1915, held
by successive adjournments, August
3, 1915.
On the foregoing petition, satisfac
tory evidence having been received'
that the petitioners are responsible,
and that an enquiry into the merits
is expedient, and that they ought
to b-e heard touching the matter set
forth in said petition, it is ordered
that thirty days’ previous notice be
given, that the County Commission
ers will meet at residence o f Zephyr
Raymond in Sandy River Plantation
on Thursday, the 7th day of October
1915, at ten o ’clock in the forenoon;
and thence proceed to view the route
set forth in said petition, and other
routes and roads connected
there
with, and immediately
afterwards
hear the parties and their witnesses,
and thep take such further measures
in the premises as may be adjudged
proper.
Said notice to be given by
serving attested copies of said peti
tion and this order thereon, upon the
respective clerk® of the said planta
tions o f Rangeley and Sandy River
and by posting up such copies in
three public places in each of said
plantations, and publishing the same
in Maine Wood® a public newspaper
printed in Phillips in said county,
the first publication to be thirty
day®, at least, before said hearing,
tliat all persons and corporations in
terested may attend and be heard if
they think proper.
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order
of Court thereon.
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.

H. S. Wing, Treasurer.
L. H. Hunneweli, Asst. Treasurer.
Trustees—H. S. Wing, E. E. Jenkins, S. J. W y
man, O. W. Simmons, Geo. H. Winter.
Organized May 28, 1895.
LIABILITIES
Deposits.
$118,26365
Reserve fund,
6.30000
Undivided profits,
8,10109
RESOURCES
Public funds o f Maine.
Railroad bonds of Maine.
Railroad bonds out of Maine,
Corporation bonds.
Bank stock.
Loans with collateral.
Loans to corporations.
Loans on mortgages of real estate,
Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on deposit.
Cash on hand.

un
the
dis

Phillips, Maine. x
Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
Cemetery W ork of all Kinds.

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
P H IL L IP S

-

All orders by mail
promptly attended to.

ME.
or in person

Phillips Hardware Co.
fieadquarters for everything
in the hardware line
Lumbermen’s

and

Blacksmith's

Supplies, D oors, W indow s, Stores,
Tinware, Plumbing G ood s, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder^Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

[Seal]

O. W. Simmon3, President.

D ON ’T

No. Franklin
Marble Works

JUST IN
A new line o f Dressers of
all descriptions.

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.

i

Phillips,

Maine

Both ’ Phones

J. BLAINE MORRISON

Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and Life ln*aru>«

D r. W . J. C a r te r ,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings by

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and SaJ^jn.

A. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips,

Me

W e run an Auto Livery.
W e do first-class automobile repairing.
W e carry V e e d o l oils and greases in stock.
W e have tw o second-hand cars for sale.
W e would like to have you call.

ROLLINS & BEAN,
Upper V illa g e ,

Phillips, Maine

A GOOD BUSINESS FOR SALE
The Batchelder Bakery has been closed, on account
of sickness and is for sale. A good business is estab
lished, and it is a fine chance for the right one.

H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l li p s , M e .

M A I NE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , S E P T E M B E R 2, 1915.
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Warren Look at New Vineyard.
He
Mrs. Geo. Hood passed away last
TH O R O U G H WORK
returned home Sunday.
Sunday morning after a long and
Rev. John Dunstan
preached a painful illness.
She has been an Hew Phillips Citizens Can
Find
very able and interesting sermon last invalid for 17 years, but has always
By JOHN F L E M I N G W IL S O N
Freedom RroTn Kidney Troub
Sunday frcm James, 4tlf chapter, 17 been patient and cheerful.
Every
les.
A thrilling story of m ystery and romance. The most aDd 18 verses.
thing has been done for her comfort
If you suffer from backache—
Mis® Hazel Mitchell, who is book that loving hands could do and much
fascinating Photo Play ever conceived will run serially
From urinary disorders—
keeper for Daggett & Will, is spend sympathy is extended the husband
every week
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
ing a few weeks with relatives in and children left to mourn her loss.
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Fox croft.
The funeral will be this afternoon.
Doan’s Kidney Pills hav& been
Rev. and Mrs. John Dunstan, son,
Mis® Fern Gould is boarding with
tested by thousands.
Leslie and daughter, Marjorie, also Mrs. W. E. Gates.
Grateful people testify.
Mrs. Mary Kellogg and son, Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates and D.
Can you ask more convincing proof
are spending a week at Dickey’s W. Tooithaker visited Mrs. Gates’
cottage, Porter lake.
uncle, Chas. Partridge and family in of merit?
Mrs. C, S. Abbott, Maple street,
Miss Della Butler has gene to Min Farmington Tuesday.
nesota to spend a few months with
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Smith and Livermore Fall®, Me., says: *‘I suf
her brother and other relatives there. little son visited his mother,
Mrs. fered from a lame and aching back
and I often felt dull in the morn
Mrs. Frank Willis of Topsiham is Wm. Hood and family over Sunday.
15 W eeks— 30 Reels— One Episode Each W eek.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
The action of my kidneys was
Mrs. Wm. Moores was a dinner ing.
I had puffy spots beneath
Starbird for a few days.
guest of her neice, Mrs. Frank Pills- irregular,.
Mis® Thelma Jacobs of New Vine bury and family; also her sister, my eyes and headaches bothered me.
Falls is visiting her friend, Mrs. D.
yard was in town Sunday, the guest Mrs. Mary Dunham last Friday.
Two or three boxes of Doan’s Kid
E. Leighton.
The many friends of C. V. Star- of her uncle, Fred W. Look and fam-.
Miss Olive Mocire of
Rangeley ney Pills made me feel like a differ
came Friday noon for a few days’ ent person and I quickly improved.”
b'^d are glad to know he seems ily.
Miss Marion Presson has returned visit with her grandparents,
Over three years later Mrs. Ab
Mr.
somewhat improved from his recent
has and Mrs. Wm, Moores.
She will bott said: “ I haven’t had the slight
illness.
All Lope for his complete from Farmington, where she
Schools W ill O p e n S e p te m b e r 7— recovery.
spent the past week with friends.
trouble since
accompany her sister, Miss Eleanor est sign of kidney
Mrs. Olive Dodge is having new and brother, Clarence home this wee Doan’s Kidney Pills rid me of it.”
A
large
crowd
attended
the
horse
Popular N urse S t ill R e m a in s
Price 50^, at all dealers. Don’t
trot and ball game at Phillips last hardwood floors in her dining room Wednesday.
Q u ite 111.
E.
H. Whitney and Mrs.
Marysimply ask for a kidney remedy—
Saturclaj' afternoon.
The day was and front liall.
Mrs. Charles Luce has recently re Cushman of the village were guests get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
perfect and everything went tc make
turned
from a few weeks’ visit with of Mrs. Julia Whitney last Wednes that cured Mrs. Abbott.
Foster-Milit
a
most
enjoyable
afternoon.
The
(Special CorresDondence.)
relatives.
burn
Co.,
Props.,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
day.
They
also
called
on
Roscoe
ball
game
which
was
between
Strong
Strong, August 31.—A large num
A host of friends regret to learn Cushman and daughter and Mr. and
and
Stratton
was
a
very
exciting
ber from town attended campmeeting
remains Mrs. Frank Brackley.
one and was finally wan by Strong that Miss Myrtle Puahee
that had lodged in her throat, caus
at Salem Sunday.
quite ill at Dr. Bell’s hospital. She
Rev. Dr. Kelley and wife of Wash ing a very bad cough.
with
a
score
6
to
8
.
Several
auto
Mrs. Carrie Staples of Farmington,
is cared for by Miss Martin, a train ington, D. C., are at Five Elms for a
Mrs. Sarah Garnet and little daugh
formerly of this town, lias spent the mobiles were busy carrying passeng
ed nurse from Portland.
short time.
ers,
some
making
two
and
three
ter, Louise of Nantucket, Mass., are
past few days with relatives and
Mrs. Warren Hinds and sen, Ro
trips.
visiting her uncle, F. C. Burrell and
friends here.
land of Phillips were callers in town
Superintendent
of
Schools,
Vincent
family; also her brother,
Frankie
STRATTON
Mrs. Hattie Tuttle of Elmore and
one day last week.
Burrell.
daughter, Mrs, Alphcinso Pratt of F. Plott-le is in town looking after
The baseball team went to North
Miss Julie Blackwell of Dead Riv
Augusta we're in town several days the cleaning of the sohoolhouse and
August 30.
Anson last Thursday and played with
several
other
matters
of
business
last week, visiting
relatives
At the recent ball game played be er is teaching school in the Taylor
and
The game
preparatory to re-opening tine schools, the jNorth Anson team.
district, Langtown.
friends here and in Salem.
resulted in victory for Strong 12 to tween the Stratton and the Moosewhich
will
be
September
7th.
Mrs. Harmon, who
suffered
a
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter and
lookmeguntic
boys
the
score
was
3
The players were carried
by
Roland Hackett of New Vineyard 10.
shook two weeks ago i,s
gaining
to 4 in favor of the Strattons.
son, Richard have returned
from
calling on Nile Luce and Walter Bradford.
She is cared for by her
Mrs. Edgar Hinds and little son, slowly.
their summer’s vacation at their cot was in town Sunday,
Alma, little daughter cf Mr. and
friends.
daughter, Mrs. Elmer Blackwell.
tage at Porter lake.
Claude,
who
have
been
visiting
rela
Mrs. Ella Grover Dow of Phillips Mrs. Charles Richards is visiting her
Lucien Harmon of Manchester, N.
Chester Leighton is spending a
tives have returned to their home
has
visited friends in town the past aunt, Mrs. Ray Lishern.es® in Strat in Brockton, Mass.
H., is in town called here by the
few days with his grandparents, Mr.
She returned to her home ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Burbank of ihness of his mother, who suffered
aid Mrs. William Blanding at Far week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler and
Monday
night.
mington Falls.
Whitinsville, Mass., are the guests a shock two weeks ago.
Frank Simpson is visiting friends Mrs Ena MaiSon took an automobile of her sister, Mrs. Albert
There was a heavy frest Friday
Doyen
Miss Lizzie Worth ley has returned
trip to Waterville Sunday.
in
New
Vineyard
for
a
few
days.
nigllt,
August 20, that damaged the
and other
relatives for several
from a two weeks’ visit with her
Arthur Lang and Ronello Glover
Miss May Harmcnd and friend of
cucumbers, beans and corn to a
weeks.
cousin, Miss Fern McKinney at Nort
Augusta is visiting her aunt, Mrs. o AndoVer were in town Sunday,
Anson.
Miss Glana Taylor is
teaching great extent.
coming by automobile.
Mrs. Glov
George
Crosby
and
other
relatives
in
school
in
the
Frank
Niles
district,
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will and Mr.
er and daughter, Alma, who have
Langtown.
and Mrs. L. L. Partridge returned town.
Your Brain Must Have Pure Blood.
Burchard Look spent last
week been visiting their sister and aunt,
Miss Inez Grose has returned from
Saturday night from a few days in
Mrs. F. O. Welch returned
home
with
his
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
No more important physiological
Portland, where she went for
an
Portland, where they were guests of
with them, also Mrs. ALlie Stinehdiscovery, has ever been made than
operation on her eyes.
relatives and friends.
They made
field, who will go home from
An
Mrs. EHtta Douglass is working for that the brain requires a due supply
the trip by automobile.
HIS R E S T WAS BROKEN.
dover to Lewiston, where lier son,
of pure blood.
It is estimated that
Mr. and Mrs. William Goldsmith
O. D. Wright, Rosemont, Neb., Paul will join her om their return Mrs. William Hanscom.
Quite a number from town attend this organ receives as much as oneand family visited relatives in Salem writes:
“ I was bothered with pains home, where Paul is a student in
tenth of all the bleed that is sent
ed the races at Phillips, Saturday.
Sunday.
They returned Monday.
j the region of my kidneys.
My Carnegie Institute, Pittsburg, Pa.
Miss Daisy Fetter and Miss Ruby from the heart—a great deal more
Mrs. Charles Gage of Farmington rest was broken by frequent action
Miss Nathalie Smith of St. Paul,
of my kidneys.
I was advised by Minn., was a recent gilest of her Burrell visited Mrs. Everett Ellis in than any other organ of the body.
If the vitality of the Mood is im
Rangeley last week.
my doctor to try Foley Kidney Pills cousin, Mrs. Harry Chandler.
P R O B A T E N O TICES .
tlhe
Miss Lillian Taylor has returned paired, the blood then affords
and one 50 cent bottle made a well
Mis® Ada Smith has returned from
brain
an
imperfect
stimulus
and
home
from
Arnold
Pond,
where
she
man of me.”
They relieve rheuma The Birches, where she lhas done
there is mental and physical lan
At a Probate Court held at Far tism and backache. Floyd E. Park
has been working.
table work during her vacation. She
mington, in and for the County of er, Phillips, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Robbins are guor, sluggishness or inactivity.
will return to Kingfield to teach this
Pure blood is blocd that is free
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
guests of her sister, Mrs. Bernard
fall.
from humors, it is healthy blood, and
August, in the year of our Lord one
Taylor and other relatives.
Statement of the Condition of the
Harold Welch lies gone to Auburn
thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
Miss Myrtle Danico and Francis A. the term pure blood as it is general
to work in the Elm House as night
Phillips
Savings
Bank,
Phillips
tne following matters having been
Niocoll® of Boston are visiting her ly used means blocd that is not
cierk in place of liis cousin, Paul
August 5, 1915.
presented for the action thereupon
sister, Mrs. A. L. Savage at Greene’s only right in quality but also in
Stincihfield, who has been working
Joel H. Byron, President.
quantity.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes
Farm, and other relatives. >
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
N. P. Noble. Treasurer D*ere during his vacation.
This is one
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
Trustees—Joel H. Byron. Fremont Scamman,
Miss Myrtle Danico and Mr. Nic- pure, rich, red blood.
Rev. and Mrs, Kelley cf Washing
William B. Butler. Chas. F. Chandler, Cony M.
given to all persons interested, by Hoyt.
eolls went to Portland Friday to of the great truths about this great
ton, D. C., who are visiting Mr. and
Organized March 29, 1871.
causing a copy of this order to be
consult Dr. Davis about a substance medicine.
Mrs.
Lee Peary attended church here
LIABILITIES
published three weeks successively in
afternoon.
Their many
Deposits.
$290,966 47 Sunday
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub Reserve fund.
15,000 00
friends are always delighted to wel
Undivided
profits.
3.974
70
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
come them to town.
$309,941 17
ty, that they may appear at a P ro
RESOURCES
hate Court to be held at said Far Public funds o f Maine,
$ 7,755 50
4.500 00
mington, on the third Tuesday of Public funds out o f Maine,
TORY HILL
Railroad bonds o f Maine,
87,050 00
September, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock Railroad bonds out o f Maine,
76,360 00
SHORTHAND
BUSINESS
TELEGRAPHY
bonds.
66.420 GO
ir the forenoon, and be heard there- Corporation
Railroad stock.
6.350 00
wn PAYMENT IN AIYVANCF has been the policy of this instution for thirty years
August
31.
1" vJ I /Y 1 IvlEtll 1 H i r \ U »
We recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina
Bank stock.
14.800 00
or if they see cause.
tion o f the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. Do not wait for a
20.160 25
Loans with collateral.
Evan Hutchins went to Boston last
George William Young, late of Ran Loans on mortgages of real estate.
59.010 33
more convenient season—it will not come.
Real estate investment,
4.500 00 •Monday foiy a few days.
geley, deceased.
Petition for admin Furniture
PORTL\ND
BANGOR
AUGUSTA
and fixtures.
1,250 00
Albert Sedgeley and family, Mr.
account.
1,440 00
istration presented by An.drew P. Premium
Cash on deposit.
8,921 57 and Mrs. Wm. Mitcfhell, Mr. and Mrs.
Young.
Cash on hand.
1.423 02
Chas. Hutchins, Miss Stella Hutch
David Williams, late of Phillips,
$309,941 17
ins and Mis® Verna Erskine, Roscoe
J. E. Vernon, Bank Commissioner.
deceased.
Petition for administraCushman and Misses Mertie and Lil
t’on presented by Ola M. Hinkley,
lian, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mitchell and
Statement of the Condition of the
a Norman P. Williams.
little daughter, Lucille, Mr. and Mrs.
Bion P. Stevens, late of Kingfield, Rangeley Trust Company, Rangeley
W . E. Gates, and son, Howard and
deceased.
Petition for License to
August 8,1915.
D. W. Toothaker, attended
campsell real estate presented by
Lil H. A. Furbish, President.
meeting at Salem last Sunday.
Harold B. McCard, Treasurer,
lian E. Stevens, administratrix.
Miss Stella Hutchins spent Satur
C. T. Richardson. Vice-President.
(Nellie M. Dudley, late of Exist is,
W. R. Hinkley, Asst. Treasurer.
day and Sunday with her parents,
deceased.
Second account of ad Trustees—G. A. Proctor, H. A . Furbish, C. TRichardson. J. S. Maxcy, E. I. Herrick, L. D- Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hutchins. Mon
ministration presented by Joseph C. Haley. H. B. McCard.
day she went to Hallo well, where
E X E C U TIV E B O A R D -G . A. Proctor, H. A.
Holman, administrator.
Furbish. C. T. Richardson, H. B. McCard, E. I. she will teach, school
the coming
Ruel E. Paine, late of Coplin, de Herrick.
winter.
Organized April 3, 1906.
ceased.
Second and final account
Howard Gates was home over
LIABILITIES
of administration presented by Chas.
$25,000 00 Sunday.
Capital Stock
A. Wilbur, administrator.
25,000 00
Surplus
profits
1.136 69
Phebe G. Mayo, Late of Salem, de Undivided
Demand deposits
60,653 67
217,220 95 SCHOOLS
MAY BAR CHILDREN.
ceased.
Fourth account of admin Savings deposits
Certificates o f deposit
17,541 09
Commcn colds are contagious and
istration presented by E. E. Richards,
$346,452 30 boards of health in many cities are
administrator de bonis non with the
is
RESOURCES
children with
■will annexed.
$132,941 94 considering barring
Loans and discounts
Loans on m ortgages of real estate
136,645 80 colds from school.
Foley’® Honey
Benjamin
P. McKeen, late
of Overdraft*
65 13
39.075 00 and Tar is an old and reliable fam
Strong, deceased.
Second account Bonds
2.250 00
Furniture and fixtures
of administration presented by Ken Real estate investment
6,000 00 ily medicine and frees children from
3,500
00 coughs, colds, croup
Real
estate
foreclosure
and whooping
neth A. RolLins.
22,692 03
Cash on deposit
Parents may save ' trouble
5,292 40 cough.
J- H. Thompson, Judge of said Court. Cash on hand
giving before school
opens.
A true copy.
$346,452 30 by
J. E. Vernon, Bank Commissioner.
Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.

THE M A S T E R K E Y

Beginning
Sat., Sept. 4, Bell’s Hall, Strong.
Mon., Sept. 6, Music Hall, Farmington.
Tues., Sept. 7, Wilbur Hall, Phillips.

STRONG WINS
FROM NORH ANSON

I
|
1
|
j
|

!

ICE 6RERM
DELICIOUS

An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention o f the
auto parties who go through
Strong,
Call on us your next
trip.

G . E.

STRONG,

DYER,

M AINE.

12

MAINE

WO O D S ,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E, S E P T E M B E R 2, 1915.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

We are introduc
ing this year the

SUMMIT
line o f Mackinaws.
You will find a dis
tinctiveness in the
make o f SUMMIT
M A C K IN A W
CLOTHING that is
not found in any
other clothing of
its kind.
SUMMIT
MACKINAW
CLOTHING
is made from long fibre, all
wool mackinaw cloth, that
is firm and durable and
which gives perfect service
and satisfaction.
You will find a pattern
that will please you.

Why not come in
and l o o k t h e m
over, now.
Boys and men,
prices $4.50 to $12.
A t the Clothing Store.

-Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Pease and
two children and Miss Dallas Voter,
who have been with their parents-,
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter for the
past few weeks started on
their
(homeward trip to New Jersey
by
auto last Saturday.
Mr. Melvin
Barnes who has been a guest at
Mr. Voter’s accompanied them. Mrs.
Amos Saulsibury and son of Brewer,
who have also been there expect to
return home Thursday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Richardson
were recent visitors in Lewiston.
Mis-s Bessie Hackett of Farmington
was the week-end guest of
Mias
Mol lie Hescock.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knapp of Kingfield were in town visiting relatives
last week.
Mrs. Knapp also at
tended the Voter reunion on Tues
day.
Philip Shepard of Portland is visit
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Hinkley for a few weeks.
Mrs. Ina Davenport ha® returned
from her vacation and is again at
the switchboard at the telephone cen
tral.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sweet
and
five sons have been the guests of
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Sweet in Avon. It is sel
dom that one sees a family of such
sturdy boy-s as this cue. Many were
the comp-limentfrry remarks heard in
regard to these - youngsters at the
occasion of the Voter reunion.
Mr.
Sweet resides in Lewiston and is in
the employ of Mr. Whitney in his
garage, and is a very experienced
and expert machinist.
A note to Mr. W. S. Badger of
this town from his grandson, Montford Huntocn who is in Texas City,
written the 23rd says:
‘‘I have a
few spare moments now so will let
you know that I survived from the
flood and that’ s about all.
I have
been working every minute and have
no sleep.
Was in the water and
rain and wind all ni&ht above my
waist hanging on to a piece of float
ing house.
I thought my time had
come, believe me. It swept every
thing and we lost everything
too.
I’ve got only what I have cn my
back and that’® all.
It was
an
awful flood and I don’t want to ex
perience another one like it.
We
just got the water
started to-day
and won’t have to drink salt or
muddy water now7.”
Mrs. C. F. chandler will entertain
the 1913 Club Friday afternoon
of
this week.
•
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin and
Miss Ruth returned from their cot
tage at Weld Monday.
Mr. Charles Letts and friend, Dr.
McIntosh of New Y-crk were in town
recently, bringing the ashes of Mrs.
Letts which were laid to rest in
Evergreen cemetery by the side of
her mother, Mrs. Florence
Wilbur
and sistr. Mrs. Letts died from the
effects of an
operation
several
months ago.
The above gentlemen
were guests of the Misses Vesta and
Lop ha Phillips for the afternoon.
Mrs. Lyman Nelson of Portland
was one of the chaperones for a
party of young pecple who danced
at the cafe dansant at the Exposi
tion building, Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Holt and son,
Floyd of Dixfield were in town Sun
day fer the day, coming in their
auto.
Fred Masterman accompan
ied them and passed the day with
his family.
Miriam Brackett will go to New
Bedford, Mass., on Saturday to spend
her two weeks’ vacation with h,er
friend, Miss Elise Vinal.

MOTHERS—
W A T C H IR R IT A B L E C H IL D R E N ;
That fever, paleness, grinding of
teeth while asleep, and coated ton
gue are indications that your child
has worms in its system.
Kickapco
No. 5 Beal Block
Warm Killer quickly gets rid c f the:a
parasites.
-It is perfectly safe for
P H ILLIP S,
M A IN E even the most delicate children. It
is pleasant to take, has three affec
tive medicinal qualities:—acts as a
Agency for the
laxative, expels the worms, and tones
up the system.
Begin treatment tor
Universal Steam Laundry day and eliminate the cause of ir
ritable ness. 25(1.

D. F. HOYT

Open Saturday
Evenings.

“The Master Key,” by John Flem
ing Wilson is the new serial, which
Fred Johnson the local movie man
will offer the public,
beginning at
Bell’s Hall, Strong, Se-pt. 4, Music
Hall, Farmington, Se-pt 6, and W il
bur Hall, Phillips, Sept 7. The sitory
is full of vivid action and humaninterest appeal.
iMany of the scenes
are Western, being laid at the
“ Master Key” mine and one wliows
a spectacular escape, photographed
at night in thie open forest.
The
fifteen episodes of two reels each
are full of excellent
settings and
photographic effects, never
before
duplicated upon the screen.
H. D. Tubbs, who has been clerk
ing for E. H. Whitney
the past
summer finished work and left town
Monday.
Mr. Tubbs came for a
short time only.
Mr. Frey is still
in the employ of Mr. Whitney.
Fletcher Pope of Mansfield, Mass.,
is in town for a short time on a
business trip a^id is stopping at the
Elmwood.
Cb-arles Richardson who is stopping
at Sandy River Ponds this summer
has been calling on his Phillips
friends, this week.
The Misses Luette, Annie and Em
ma Timberlake, who have been pas
sing a few days at Marsquamosy re
turned to Phillips last week. Miss
Annie left on Saturday for her home
in Salem, Mass.
She will go to
New York in a few7 days for her
stock of fall millinery.
Hen. and Mrs. H. H. Rice
and
daughter, Miss Bertha, who
are
spending their vacation at
their
cottage in Salem were in town with
friends by auto on Saturday to at
tend the races.
Mr., and Mrs. Harold Daggett of
Lynn, Mass., are spending a short
vacation with the former’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Daggett.
The King’s Daughters will meet
Friday evening of this week with
Miss Cora Wlheeler.
A. M. Clark, the fish man is mak
ing his last trip this week until about next March.
He wishes to
thank his customers for the patron
age given him and trusts he has
merited the continuance of the same
when he again, calls on them.
Miss Bessie F. Crowell, pastor of
the M. E. church will return on Fri
day, after a three weeks’ vacation at
East Poland.
The church will be
opened Sunday and the regular ser
vices resumed.
Rev. W. O. Keirstead, paster of
the Auburn Free Baptist church of
Providence, R. I., will occupy
the
pulpit at the Union church
next
Sunday morning.
Mr. Keirstead is
a very able man, and his church is
one of the very strongest in
the
denomination.
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be
held with Miss Luette Timberlake
Friday, September 3, at 2.30 in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Maurice Tootbaker received an
interesting letter, last week,
from
her daughter, Miss Persis Hackett,
describing a trip to Mt. Washington.
Miss Hackett enclosed postals of
many points of interest, also a maga
zine containing a description of the
trip, views of places where her party
stopped, of Mt. Washington carriage
road and railway, a most interesting
picture o f “ peaks and lakes from. ameng the clouds,” and a snapshot of
the famous old Tiptop house, erect
ed 1853 and wfhli&h was burned last
week.

The Sedgeley Store

SWEATERS
One way to prevent catching cold is to buy a sweater and wear
it on cool evenings.
50 cents

Children’ s Sweaters,
Girls’ and Boys’ Sweaters,
Ladies’ Sweaters,
Men’ s Sweaters,

1.00

$
$1, $3, $4.50 and
$1, $4.50 and

RUBBER BOOTS
HIPRESS LINE
Sport, $4.00, Storm K ing, $ 5 .0 0
And they are made of rubber,
ButtericK Patterns in StocK

C. M. HOYT,
No. 1 Beal Block,

Phillips, Maine

Farmers’ Tel.

jGARDEN
i
TRUCKi
i
i
j

j

All Kinds

\m

m

F A C T S FOR S U F F E R E R S
Pain results from injury or con
gestion.
B!e it neuralgia, rheumat
ism, lumbago, neuritis,
toothache, 5 Phillips,
sprain, bruise, sore stiff muscles or
I________
whatever pain- you Have yields to
Sloan’s Liniment—brings new fresh
blocd, dissolves the congestion, re
lieves the injury, the circulation is
free and your pain leaves as if by
magic.
The nature of its qualities
penetrate immediately to the sore Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
spot.
Don’t keep on suffering. Get
Soft Drinks.
a bo-ttle -cf Sloan’s Liniment.
Uise
Open until 11 P. M.
it.
It means instant relief.
Price
25ch and 50(h $1.00 h-ottle holds six
time® as much- as the 25(*. size.
N O T IC E

‘ UNCLE SAM ” Breakfast Food
Endorsed by physicians, at
TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

$6.50
$6.50

I

b

e

a

n

’^ I

4 Per Cent Interest
Rates o f interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice, :
4 per cent, interest will !
be paid on Saving s Depart
ment Accounts.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS

-

MAINE

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AN D
POPLAR
Pulpwood

All communications addressed to New i
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and j any
careful attention.

delivered

at

point on line o f Sandy

River and Rangeley

FRAN K F. GRAVES

j

Lakes

Railroad.
Get

Y o u r Butter Pa p e r

The M a in e W oods.

Printed

At

H A L E Y & F IE L D
Phillips,
Maine

